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Abstract
The majority of massive stars are members of binary systems. In order to have
a better understanding of their evolutionary pathways, the mass and angular mo-
mentum loss from massive binaries needs to be well understood. Self consistent
explanations for their behavior need to be valid across many wavelength regimes in
order to illuminate key phases of mass loss to completely determine how it affects
their evolution. In this dissertation I present the results of X-ray and specropolari-
metric studies on one Roche-lobe overflow binary ( Lyr) and two colliding wind
binaries (V444 Cyg and WR 140).
In  Lyr a repeatable discrepancy between the secondary eclipse in total and
polarized light indicates that an accretion hot spot has formed on the edge of the disk
in the system. This hot spot may also be the source of the bipolar outflows within
the system. The existence of a hot spot and its relationship to bipolar outflows
is important in understanding the mass transfer dynamics of Roche-lobe overflow
binaries.
The absorption of the 2.0 keV spectral fit component in V444 Cyg suggests that
the shock has a large opening angle while analysis of the X-ray light curves places
the stagnation point farther away from the O star than theoretically expected. Com-
bining this with evidence of polarimetric variability in V444 Cyg’s optical emission
lines shows that the effects of radiative inhibition or braking are significant for this
close binary and may be important in other colliding wind systems.
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Long term X-ray monitoring of the shock formed by the winds in WR 140
shows conflicting evidence for unexpected intrinsic hard X-ray emission. Spectral
analysis shows that the low energy thermal tail is causing the observed higher en-
ergy emission. On the other hand, light curve analysis of the absorption feature near
periastron passage suggests that there may be intrinsic hard X-ray emission from
the system. WR 140’s polarimetric behavior is consistent with the formation of dust
near periastron passage, better polarimetric monitoring of the system is needed.
The work presented in this dissertation is one small step toward a better un-
derstanding of the processes involved in mass loss in binary systems. Continued
studies of these three objects, in addition to other important systems, will provide
important new constraints on the mass loss structures that influence the future evo-
lution of massive binary systems.
iii
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Why Massive Binary Stars?
Up to 70% of all massive (a star with initial mass greater than approximately
8 M) stars are members of binary systems where their evolution will be strongly
affected by their companion at some point in their lives (Sana et al. 2012). Between
30 and 50% of all massive binaries are members of close systems (Podsiadlowski et
al. 1992) in which the stars are close enough to interact (initial orbital periods un-
der 1500 days), allowing them to exchange and lose material through mass streams,
accretion, and stellar winds (Sana et al. 2012). Not only are these interactions
important to the future evolution of binary systems, affecting all future stages of
evolution (e.g. the development of common envelopes and novae; their evolution
to Wolf-Rayet and X-ray binaries; and the type of supernovae they will eventually
explode as), but they also play a key role in the chemical evolution of the interstellar
medium (ISM) because massive stars are the only source of elements heavier than
iron (de Mink et al. 2009; 2010). However, the roles of different binary evolution
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scenarios remain poorly understood due to a lack of observational measurements
(Sana et al. 2012). Additionally, our inadequate understanding of mass loss pro-
cesses and rates further complicates the issue for systems with strong stellar winds.
These problems hinder our ability to fully understand how massive binary systems
inject and replenish material in the ISM and to accurately determine the progenitor
stars of different supernova types.
1.1.1 A Brief Overview of Massive Single Star Evolution
The exact lower mass cut off for massive stars is dependent on a many parame-
ters. Besides mass, metalicity and rotation rate cause it to be somewhere in the 7-11
M range (Poelarends et al. 2008). As long as a star meets this initial lower mas
cut off it will end its life as a supernova. However, in binary systems the lower limit
is more ambiguous since their interactions play a large and important roll in their
mass loss via shell stripping (discussed in Section 1.4) during Roche-lobe overflow
(Wellstein et al. 2001).
These stars start their lives on the main-sequence, where they spend millions of
years burning hydrogen into helium in their core. Once the core hydrogen has been
exhausted, the star cools and contracts. This contraction then heats a shell of mate-
rial around the core and ignites that hydrogen. This causes the star to then expand
and slowly heat up. Eventually, temperatures are high enough to ignite the helium
core and burn it into carbon. Helium core burning occurs for approximately 10%
of the time the star was on the main-sequence. This process repeats and continues;
the carbon core will burn to neon which will burn into oxygen, then silicon before
finishing at an inert iron core. Each successive core burning takes less time than
the last (carbon 103   104 years; neon 102   103 years; oxygen less than a year).
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By the time silicon burns the timescale to form the iron core is a matter of days.
At this point iron is incapable of undergoing fusion to form a new core because it
takes energy, instead of releasing it, to form another core. Since core burning has
stopped, energy is no longer being injected into the outer layers of the the star. The
star can no longer hold itself up and a catastrophic, sudden collapse occurs where
the star goes supernova.
This simplified view of massive star evolution is complicated by several impor-
tant mechanisms. Rotation of massive starts can affect their evolution in several
ways. First, rotation reduces luminosity and the central temperature of a star while
increasing its central density (Sweet & Roy 1953, Roxburgh 2004). This is impor-
tant since the central temperature must reach certain levels to burn each successive
core. Eddington-Sweet flows and shear instabilities, which do not appear in non-
rotating stars, are important mechanisms for the transport of energy, matter, and
angular momentum throughout a massive star (Meynet & Maeder 2000, Heger et
al. 2000) and are brought on by rotation. In fact, rotational mixing was added to
massive star models when some main-sequence stars were discovered to have an en-
hancement of helium and nitrogen at their surface (Schonberner et al. 1988, Gies &
Lambert 1992). However, a direct link between rotation rate and surface abundance
has yet to be found for several reasons. There is a lack of surface abundance deter-
minations for anything other than slow rotators and the effects of binary evolution
(see Section 1.1.2 for an overview of the major evolutionary channels in massive
binary stars), magnetic fields, and mass loss via winds need to be subtracted from
observations. Many of these processes dominate in massive stars; as previously
stated, most massive stars are members of binaries systems and have strong stellar
winds (Section 1.5).
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Mass loss from massive stars is also known to be an important processes that
can heavily affect their evolution. In fact, it has been shown that a substantial
portion of a star’s initial mass can be removed by their winds (De Loore et al.
1977). Therefore, it is important to have very accurate determinations of mass loss
rates at every evolutionary stage in order to inform stellar evolutionary calculations.
However, our understanding of mass loss is complicated by several factors. Hot star
winds are not smooth; they are clumped (Hillier 1991, Moffat 2008, Owocki et al.
1987). Additionally, massive stars in binary systems can loose large amounts of
material during phases of Roche-lobe overflow (Sections 1.1.2 and 1.4).
Regardless of these complicating factors, massive stars become several differ-
ent types of supernovae through core collapse. Supernovae are classified by their
spectral features. Type I supernovae show no hydrogen in their spectra while type II
have hydrogen. Type II are further subclassed based on features in their light curves
(IIP have a plateau and IIL have a linear decay after peak brightness) and their spec-
tra (IIn have narrow emission lines). Type I supernovae are also subclassed based
on the absence of silicon (Ib) and helium (Ic) in their spectra (a third sublcass of
Type I supernovae are the Ia’s which are thermonuclear in nature and not thought to
form through massive star evolution and core collapse). Often core collapse super-
novae exhibit features from more than one of these major classification schemes.
For example Type IIb supernovae first appear to have hydrogen in their spectra and
are therefore classified as a Type II. However, their spectra quickly evolve to re-
semble a Type Ib instead (SN 1993J for example; see Section 1.1.3). Additionally,
it is often difficult to distiguish between Type Ib and Ic supernovae so they are usu-
ally lumped into one Type Ib/c category. While it remains unclear which massive
stars become which type of supernovae, the progenitors for Type Ib/c supernovae
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are generally thought to be Wolf-Rayet (WR) stars since they show a deficiency or
absence of hydrogen in their spectra.
1.1.2 A Brief Overview of Evolution in Massive Binary Systems
Binary stars follow different evolutionary paths than single stars due to the ef-
fects of having a companion which can move material in and around the system
(Iben 1991). In the case of close binary stars (see Figure 1.1), the more massive of
the two stars will be the first to evolve off the main sequence. As the star expands
through this evolutionary phase it can fill its Roche lobe, the region around each
star that marked by the gravitational equipotential surface given by
 =  G

M1
s1
+
M2
s2

  1
2
!2r2
where s1 =
p
r21 + r
2 + 2r1r cos() is the distance from star 1 to a point a distance
r from the system’s center of mass, s2 =
p
r22 + r
2 + 2r2r cos() is the distance
from star 2 to a point a distance r from the system’s center of mass, r1 is the dis-
tance from the center of mass to star 1, r2 is the distance from the center of mass
to star 2, !2 = G(M1+M2)
a3
, and a = r1 + r2 is the orbital separation of the system.
This first Roche-lobe overflow occurs during one of three evolutionary phases: hy-
drogen core burning (case A mass transfer), after hydrogen core burning but before
the ignition of helium core burning (case B), and during helium core burning (case
C)(Kippenhahn &Weigert 1967, Lauterborn 1970). All of these cases cause a trans-
fer of material via a mass stream to the secondary star to occur, creating an accretion
disk around the secondary (Iben 1991). In fact, at least 70% of all massive stars are
expected to undergo Roche-lobe overflow at some point in their lives (Sana et al.
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2012) although the first overflow event (either Case A, B, or C) is responsible for
removing most of the matter lost through this process. The secondary stars in these
systems then accrete a significant amount of material from the primary stars (Iben
1991, Podsiadlowski et al. 1992, Sana et al. 2012).
Depending on its evolutionary status when the accretion starts, the secondary’s
future evolution can be affected because it is now more massive and luminous.
When accretion occurs during the main sequence the secondary continues to evolve
as if it started out with a larger initial mass (Hellings 1983). Additionally the gainer
will acquire angular momentum from the mass transfer process, causing them to
spin up to a rapidly rotating state (Packet 1981). At some point the mass gainer
should reach critical rotation, when a star begins to lose mass due to its rapid ro-
tation, and therefore no longer be able to accept more material. When this occurs
and how much material has been efficiently transferred before accretion stops are
important unanswered questions in binary star evolution (de Mink et al. 2007).
As a result of this mass transfer process, the originally more massive star (the
primary) can be stripped of most of its envelope, resulting in a helium (He) or WR
(nitrogen or carbon rich and shows no evidence of hydrogen) star (Sana et al. 2012).
The primary star can retain a portion of its hydrogen envelope if both stars have
similar initial masses. However, recent observations suggest equal mass systems
are a minority in binary evolution (Sana et al. 2012). Therefore, this process should
almost always result in the formation of He and WR stars.
Helium andWR stars are expected to be the progenitors of Type Ib/c supernovae
due to their lack of hydrogen (Gaskell et al. 1986, Nomoto et al. 1995, Podsiad-
lowski et al. 1992, Smith et al. 2011). The supernova explosion ultimately leaves
the system with a compact remnant (a neutron star or black hole) and a secondary
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Figure 1.1 Simplified version of the evolutionary paths possible for the massive
stars in close binaries. For a more complete set of evolutionary pathways, including
those for wide binaries, see Podsiadlowski et al. (1992).
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star which then evolves (if it survived the supernovae explosion of its companion),
undergoing Roche lobe overflow similar to what the primary star did. This often
results in the formation of a common envelope around the system when material is
being accreted onto a compact companion (Paczynski 1976). In a wider binaries the
common envelope will then be ejected and the system will then produce a second
Type Ib/c via the now helium or WR secondary star. The remnants may then merge
producing a gamma-ray burst (Izzard et al. 2004). In the case of a close binary, the
compact object is expected to spiral in to the center of the secondary star during
the common envelope phase. If the compact object is a neutron star, the system
is theoretically expected to form a Thorne-Zytkow object, a red-supergiant with a
neutron core, although these objects have not yet been observed (Thorne & Zytkow
1975).
1.1.3 Evidence for Binary Progenitors of Supernovae
Mass loss rates in single, massive star evolutionary models are known to be
much too high compared to observations (Nieuwenhuijzen & de Jager 1990). In
fact, when the clumping of winds in hot star systems is taken into account, mass
loss rates may be reduced by up to a whole order of magnitude (Bouret et al. 2005,
Fullerton et al. 2006, Puls et al. 2006). (Mass loss rates for O stars and WR stars
are on the order of 10 7  10 5 M yr  1.) Using more appropriate mass loss rates
in evolutionary models significantly changes their predictions. If adopted mass loss
rates differ by as little as a factor of two the core collapse supernovae progenitor
populations are significantly affected; differing mass loss rates for the same stars
cause them to become different types of supernovae (Smartt 2009). This results
in a disconnect between the number of He and WR stars thought to form through
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single star evolution and the number of those stars actually observed. Additionally,
the models are then no longer able to produce the observed proportion of Type
Ib/c supernovae. Too few WR stars are produced to account for the number of
observed Type Ib/c supernovae according to these models. Eruptive events may
help alleviate this problem because it provides an additional way for stars to lose
mass, but Roche-lobe overflow is thought to be the dominant channel, as opposed
to single star evolution, for Type Ib/c supernovae because it removes the hydrogen
rich envelope from the surface of the mass losing star (Smith & Owocki 2006,
Smith et al. 2011). A large portion of Type Ib/c supernovae are expected to have
progenitors whose initial mass is less than the theoretical lower limit to become a
WR star (approximately 30 M); a problem that Roche lobe overflow also solves
by allowing lower mass stars to be stripped of their envelopes (Smith et al. 2011).
Type IIb supernovae start out with hydrogen in their spectra, but rapidly evolve
to a state that includes helium lines while the hydrogen lines weaken and disappear.
Similar to the Type Ib/c supernovae, the lack of hydrogen in the Type IIb spectra
suggests that they might be the result of stripped envelope binary evolution as well.
In fact, SN 1993J was classified as a Type IIb and is one of a small number of core
collapse supernovae that have been confirmed as coming from a binary system (see
the paragraph below). Binary progenitors may also play a role in creating Type IIP
supernovae. Observational evidence for a binary progenitor population is not clear,
but theoretical work suggests that lower mass stars may evolve to a high enough
mass through accretion to produce a Type IIP supernova (Smartt 2009).
Despite a theoretical understanding that at least a portion of Type Ib/c and IIb
supernovae are formed through close binary star evolution, few detected SNe are
thought to be from a star with a binary companion. SN 1993J (a Type IIb) is per-
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haps the best example with convincing evidence for a binary progenitor (see Smartt
2009 for a comprehensive review of the system). Originally classified as a Type II
supernova, SN 1993J’s specturm evolved to a Type Ib within the first few weeks of
detection. The evolution of the system’s light curve, which could not be modeled
with out including a companion, along with an astrometric argument for a compan-
ion star provides strong support for a progenitor within a binary system (Nomoto
et al. 1993, Podsiadlowski et al. 1993, Woosley et al. 1994, Maund et al. 2004).
Additionally, the spectral energy distribution of the system could only be fit with
two component stars (Aldering et al. 1994).
Few other detected supernovae are thought to have arisen through massive bi-
nary star evolution. It has been suggested that SN 2001ig may have had a binary
progenitor due to its similarity to SN 1993J and the detection of a point source at the
supernova location approximately 1000 days post explosion (Ryder et al. 2006). An
X-ray variable source near SN 2010O (Type Ib) suggests it may have been a black
hole-nitrogen rich WR pair although the WN star was never detected (Nelemans et
al. 2010). Finally, the supernova that caused Cassiopeia A was typed at a IIb from
a light echo which has been suggested to be the result of a merger (Krause et al.
2008).
1.1.4 Scope of this Dissertation
As previously discussed binary evolution is important not only because of they
make up a large portion of all massive stars, but also because mass loss through
winds and Roche-lobe overflow strongly affects their future evolution. Therefore
a complete understanding of these processes is imperative. For this dissertation I
present the results of a study of asymmetries in circumstellar structures that form
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from Roche-lobe overflow and strong stellar winds within binary systems. This will
determine what happens to material lost from a star in a binary. Since the details
of the structures of circumstellar material remain poorly understood, this will better
inform models how matter moves in and around systems.
In particular, my work will help answer the following questions on binary star
evolution: How does the orbital motion of stars affect the mass loss geometries?
How do different mass transfer and mass loss rates affect the structures of material
within binary systems and their evolution? How are structures within different sys-
tems related to each other? The answers to these questions will help constrain an
area of stellar mass loss that is key to determining the evolutionary roll of binaries
in massive stars and the formation of supernovae.
In this dissertation, I focus on two types of massive binary systems that cur-
rent theory suggests will evolve into core-collapse supernovae: those undergoing
Roche lobe overflow (see Section 1.4) and those with colliding stellar winds (see
Section 1.5). Because these systems are undergoing heavy mass loss and transfer, it
is important to understand their current state in order to better inform evolutionary
theory and determine the binary progenitors of supernovae. In this dissertation, I
combine X-ray spectroscopy and optical spectropolarimetry to study the mass and
angular momentum loss from these types of systems in order to better understand
the physics behind such processes. Correlating these two gives a detailed picture of
the characteristics of the mass flows within and out of a system by creating a three
dimensional view of the locations of the warm and hot gas in binaries. This pro-
vides powerful new information about the structure of winds, wind-wind interaction
regions, and Roche lobe overflow geometries and what processes cause distortions
or variability of those regions.
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1.2 Tools: Spectropolarimetry
Spectropolarimetry is a technique used to distinguish between scattered and di-
rect light within a spectrum. Light from a star becomes polarized when it interacts
with gas and dust. Electron scattering is the dominant source of intrinsic polariza-
tion for the massive binary stars studied within this dissertation because they are
hot systems:  Lyrae 13,300 K loser + 32,000 K gainer (Harmanec 2002); V444
Cyg 40,000 K O star + 35,000 K WN star (Underhill & Fahey 1987, Hamann &
Schwarz 1992); WR 140 35,000 K O star + 70,000 WC star (Taranova & Shenavrin
2011). Electron scattering is known as a ‘grey’ process because it is not wavelength
dependent. When light becomes polarized by electron scattering (sometimes also
called Thompson scattering), the polarization pseudo-vectors (they operate just like
regular vectors, but the angle of electric field is degenerate because 0 and 180
are the same) align themselves tangentially to the edge of the scattering region
(Chandrasekhar 1960, Mihalas 1978). Therefore, a spherically symmetric scatter-
ing region will produce no net polarization due to cancellation effects (see Figure
1.2). However, if that symmetry is broken through clumping, in either density or
abundances of the material, or a non-spherical scattering region, e.g. a disk, jet,
or shock, the pseudo-vectors no longer cancel with each other and a non-zero po-
larization is measured. The position angle of the polarized light will be oriented
90 from the axis of elongation of the scattering region, giving implicit geometric
information about the region without the need to resolve it. This makes spectropo-
larimetry a useful tool that reveals the locations and orientations of material within
massive binary systems.
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No Net Polarization Polarization
What we see: What we see:
Figure 1.2 For electron scattering, no net polarization is measured from spheri-
cally symmetric scattering regions, but aspherical geometries cause the polarization
pseudo-vectors to no longer cancel and a net polarization to be measured at a po-
sition angle oriented 90 from the direction of elongation of the scattering region.
Therefore, the amount and position angle of the polarization allows us to determine
geometric information about the scattering regions even if they are unresolved.
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In practice, linear polarization is measured through the Stokes vectors which are
calculated from the sums and differences of the intensity of light from a source at
different angles, measured from north through east, on the sky. The total light,
I, is just the sum of the intensity measured at 0 and 90 (Stokes 1852, Chan-
drasekhar 1960). A non-zero difference in these intensities indications the source
has some polarization, but because polarization at 45 will produce no net differ-
ence the measurement is repeated for 45 and 135 angles on the sky (Stokes 1852,
Chandrasekhar 1960). Specifically, the resulting Stokes parameters, I, Q and U are
calculated through the following equations
I = I0 + I90
Q = I0   I90
U = I45   I135
which are easily converted into percent polarization and position angle
p =
p
q2 + u2
 =
1
2
tan 1
u
q
where q = Q=I and u = U=I (Stokes 1852, Chandrasekhar 1960).
Of course, electron scattering in the material within massive binary systems is
not the only source of their observed polarization. Light interacts with the ISM via
dust scattering as well, causing an additional wavelength dependent polarization.
This must be taken into account if properties intrinsic to the source’s scattering
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region are the goal. In the optical regime the interstellar polarization (ISP) is de-
scribed by the modified Serkowski law,
p
pmax
= e k ln
2 max

where pmax is the maximum polarization (in the optical wavelengths) measured
at a wavelength of max, k is a fitting parameter that controls the curvature of the
function, and the position angle is a constant (Serkowski 1965, Wilking et al. 1982).
Ultimately, the amount of ISP within an observation is dependent on the sight line
and distance to the source. This is because different sight lines cover different
amounts of ISM and in general light from a close source has less ISM to interact
with than light from a more distance source.
Throughout this dissertation, I have subtracted the ISP from the presented spec-
tropolarimetric observations where possible. However, in cases where no reliable
ISP estimate exists variability in the measured polarization can be attributed to the
massive binary system from which the light originated. This is because the ISP is
not expected to be variable over the timescales that the spectropolarimetric obser-
vations contained within this dissertation were conducted.
1.3 Tools: X-rays
Velocity perturbations in the atmospheres and radiatively driven winds of mas-
sive stars are thought to give rise to temperatures of millions of degrees (Owocki
et al. 1987, Owocki & Puls 1999). This allows for the thermal emission of X-rays.
X-ray emission in binary systems can also arise from strong shocks formed by the
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collision of the two stars’ winds (in the case of colliding-wind binaries) or through
accretion onto a compact companion. Thermal X-ray emission from the shock is
often observed to be an order of magnitude greater in luminosity than the X-ray
emission intrinsic to each star’s wind (Pollock 1987). Non-thermal processes, such
as inverse Compton scattering, where a low energy UV photon interacts and scat-
ters with a highly energetic electron in such a way that allows it to gain energy and
become an X-ray, can also be responsible for hard X-ray emission in colliding wind
binaries (Leyder et al. 2010, Sugawara et al. 2011). In Roche lobe overflow sys-
tems X-rays may also be emitted from deceleration shocks where the mass stream
impacts the disk edge.
X-ray observations must be conducted from a high altitude because Earth’s at-
mosphere absorbs them. Therefore, X-ray instruments are placed aboard satellites
and sounding rockets to place them in space, or aboard balloons in order to gain
enough altitude for observations to be made. At X-ray energies individual photons
are counted as events within detectors. In general when observing X-rays informa-
tion such as the energy, the time of arrival, polarization, and position of the photon
are recorded (or some subset of that information based on the detector’s capabili-
ties). How this information is recorded is dependent on the type of detector used by
an X-ray telescope. The X-ray satellites used within this dissertation (Rossi X-ray
Timing Explorer, also known as RXTE, and XMM-Newton) use two different types
of detectors. RXTE makes use of an array of five proportional counters in its PCA
instrument while XMM-Newton uses a CCD based system for its EPIC instrument.
A proportional counter is made up of a grounded chamber of gas that has a
high voltage wire (anode) through the center. The chamber has a window which
allows incident X-rays to enter while preventing the gas from escaping. An in-
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coming X-ray photon interacts with the gas in the chamber via the photoelectric
effect, ejecting an electron from the atom in which it is absorbed. If energetic
enough, that electron then goes on to ionize other atoms in the gas. As these elec-
trons gravitate toward the anode wire (due to the electric field set up within the
gas chamber), they accelerate and use their resulting kinetic energy to ionize addi-
tional atoms causing an ‘avalanche’ of electrons. Since the voltage of the anode is
finely tuned, the avalanche never saturates. This retains the proportionality between
the energy of an incoming X-ray photon and the charge collected on the anode from
the avalanche which allows proportional counters to be used as low resolution spec-
trometers. RXTE’s PCA instrument was designed for monitoring of X-ray sources
on time scales as short as microseconds in the 2-60 keV energy range. Over the
course of its 16 year lifetime (launched 30 December 1995, decommissioned 5 Jan-
uary 2012) two of its proportional counters within the PCA instrument suffered a
loss of their propane layer which was used to prevent photons from outside of the
operating energy range from being detected, causing their backgrounds to become
unstable and less well understood.
CCDs work through a different mechanism. In this case, an incoming X-ray
is photoelectrically absorbed within the semiconductor substrate on the CCD. The
substrate has a constant probability of absorbing a photon per unit length such that
higher energy photons tend to be absorbed at a greater depth than low energy pho-
tons. The photoelectric absorption creates electron-hole pairs in the substrate where
the number of electrons is proportional to the energy of the incoming X-ray pho-
ton. The electrons are then allowed to drift to pixels by an applied electric field
where they are stored before readout. By using CCDs and mirrors XMM-Newton
(launched 10 December 1999) is able to spatially resolve X-ray sources signifi-
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cantly better than RXTE was able to do. Additionally, it’s large orbit, which takes
it a third of the way to the moon, allows for long extended exposures of objects but
also causes solar activity to often be detected within observations.
1.4 Roche-lobe Overflow and Beta Lyrae
As a star in a binary system expands through its normal evolution, it can fill
a region around it called its Roche-lobe (region around a star in a binary system
within which all material is gravitational bound to it, see Figure 1.3). Once this has
happened, material pushed outside of the Roche-lobe is no longer gravitationally
bound to the star, allowing it to move through the central Lagrange point to the sec-
ondary star in the system (Lubow & Shu 1975) and be lost through the L3 Lagrange
point (Sytov et al. 2007). The stream of material formed from the Roche-lobe over-
flow process causes an accretion disk to develop around the secondary star if the
motion of the secondary star prevents the stream from striking its surface (Lubow
& Shu 1975). Random motions of the gas within an an accretion disk, and the
disk’s interaction with magnetic fields cause gravitational energy to be converted
into thermal energy, heating the disk material as it spirals toward the secondary star
and slowing the gas’s inspiral. Hot spots develop where the mass stream impacts
the disk edge and are heated due to deceleration shocks formed by the interaction
of the infalling material and outer regions of the disk. Jets, possibly similar to those
seen in young stellar objects due to the accretion of material onto the star, can form
and be a source of mass loss from the system.
One of the three systems I am studying within this dissertation is currently un-
dergoing Roche-lobe overflow as evident by the shape of its light curve. Beta Lyrae
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Figure 1.3 Schematic showing a Roche lobe overflow scenario. The dashed lines
indicated unfilled Roche-lobes around both stars in a binary system. Once the more
massive star has expanded and filled its Roche lobe material can be transfered on a
gravitational equipotential surface to the secondary star through the first Lagrange
point via the mass stream (Lubow & Shu 1975, Iben 1991).
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(hereafter  Lyr) is a semi-detached binary system, with its primary star filling its
Roche-lobe. Three-dimensional hydrodynamic modeling and the observed increase
in orbital period (19 s yr 1) imply it is actively transferring about 210 5 M yr 1
from the primary star to the secondary and losing about 10 7 M yr 1 from the sys-
tem (Harmanec 2002, Nazarenko & Glazunova 2006). In fact, the mass transfer has
caused a mass reversal to occur. The originally more massive star (approximately
9 M) is now only 3 M, while secondary star has gained enough mass to go from
approximately 7 M to 12.5 M (De Greve & Linnell 1994). Additionally, the high
rate of mass transfer has caused an optically thick accretion disk to form around the
secondary main-sequence star (Huang 1963). Jets have also been detected in the
system (Harmanec et al. 1996, Hoffman et al. 1998).
Despite its brightness (it is visible with the naked eye), and a long history of
observational studies of the object (Goodricke & Englefield (1785) found  Lyrae
to have a slightly less than 13 day periodic variability), many questions about mass
transfer within the system remain. Many of the characteristics of the mass stream,
and jets are still unknown. Specifically, the clumpiness of the material within these
structures, the source and extent of the jets, the locations of mass loss within the
system and the existence of a hot spot (see Chapter 2) are open areas of research.
Addressing these issues is important to understanding the specifics of mass transfer
and loss, circumstellar structures and their asymmetries, and the overall evolution
of the system.
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1.5 Colliding Wind Binaries, V444 Cyg, andWR 140
Colliding wind binaries are generally made up of two O stars, a WR and an
O star, or two WR stars with strong winds that form a shock where they collide
between the stars. The use of traditional observational diagnostic tools (e.g. radio
fluxes, UV P Cygni profiles) to constrain mass loss in CWBs is challenging because
the energetic nature of these systems leads to complicating phenomena such as non-
spherical mass loss, non-thermal radio emission, and clumpy winds. However, the
collision of the two stellar winds causes X-ray emission that outshines that of the
winds of the individual stars. This X-ray emission carries information about the
mass-loss characteristics of the system such as emission measure (or the amount of
material responsible for the observed X-ray flux), density of the shocked gas, and
density of the unshocked wind material due to X-ray absorption. However, cur-
rent colliding wind models cannot reproduce the ranges of X-ray luminosities and
temperatures observed from these systems. Models of short period colliding wind
binaries often overestimate their X-ray luminosity. Results for the most massive
systems are the closest to being consistent with observations (Russell et al. 2011,
Parkin & Gosset 2011). Similarly, lower mass systems appear to be less well un-
derstood since their models do not reproduce observations and often overestimate
X-ray flux as well (Naze´ 2009, Pittard & Parkin 2010).
The effects of several processes that can skew the shape and location of the
shock from expected values have been begun to be theoretically considered. Ra-
diative inhibition or braking, where the acceleration of a wind is reduced by the
radiation from a companion star may be of great importance in close, short-period
binaries where the radiation fields from both stars in a system have the chance to
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significantly interact with both winds (Stevens & Pollock 1994, Gayley et al. 1997).
In fact, including these processes in models has been shown to lower the expected
X-ray luminosities and temperatures to a value more consistent with observations
for close binaries, and allow for a shock to form in model binaries in which one
would otherwise not form due to the ram balance of the two winds (Stevens & Pol-
lock 1994, Gayley et al. 1997). The idea of radiation from non-stellar parts of a
binary system affecting the winds has also been considered. Parkin & Sim (2013)
modeled the effects of X-ray emission from a shock and found that emission can
also slow a wind down. This adds an additional layer of difficulty for modeling
and determining when which effects are dominant in colliding wind binaries. Un-
fortunately, current observations have not been able to provide the same level of
detail about colliding wind binaries as models. Stevens & Pollock (1994) noted
that the current phase coverage for many close binaries is inadequate and more ob-
servations are needed to make reliable constraints on the types physical processes
currently being considered in modeling efforts.
Orbital motion has been observed to affect the mass loss structure within several
colliding wind binaries and can also play an important role in their shock structure.
Both WR 98a and WR 104 have been observed to produce Archimedean spirals as
part of their mass loss structures in the infrared (Monnier et al. 1999, Tuthill et al.
1999). While current observations have not detected distortions due to the Coriolis
force in the wind-wind collision region, models have shown that the shape of the
shock region is distorted into a spiral shape due to its effects (Lemaster et al. 2007,
Russell et al. 2011).
Some colliding wind systems are thought to have evolved into the colliding wind
state after a period of Roche-lobe overflow. In the case of V444 Cyg, evolutionary
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models suggest that Roche lobe overflow left the system with a WN star and a more
massive O-type main-sequence star (De Greve & Doom 1988). Initial masses of
the stars were 24 and 16 M but now the originally more massive component (WN
star) is 12 M and the companion (O star) is 28 M (Hirv et al. 2006). It is thought
that the system will eventually evolve into a high mass X-ray binary after the WN
star evolves to a WC star (De Greve & Doom 1988). Currently, both components
have strong winds which cause a shock to form. The wind-wind collision region
is thought to be distorted by the Coriolis force due to its quick period (4.2 days)
and circular orbit, and radiative braking and inhibition are thought to be important
physical processes within the system (see Chapter 3) (Stevens & Pollock 1994,
Gayley et al. 1997). However, none of these effects have been detected and their
importance remains an open question.
By comparison, WR 140 is a long period (7.9 years) colliding wind binary
whose high eccentricity (0.88) causes the orbital separation of the two stars to vary
between 2 AU and 30 AU (Marchenko et al. 2003). This causes measurable changes
in the wind collision region (see for example Dougherty et al. 2005) that can be
used to determine how shocks are dependent on variations in local conditions (see
Chapter 4). The existence of a hard X-ray component (due to inverse Compton
scattering) is currently under debate.
1.6 Outline of Dissertation
In Chapter 2 I examine  Lyr’s variable spectropolarimetric nature to determine
specifics about the mass transfer and accretion structure within the system. I find
evidence for the existence of a theoretical ‘hot spot’ on the disk edge and calculate
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its size based on its polarimetric signature (Lomax et al. 2012). This work is already
published.
In Chapter 3 I detail the results of my X-ray and spectropolarimetric investiga-
tion into the V444 Cyg system. I find that the orientation of wind-wind collision
region is significantly affected by the Coriolis force. Evidence for the importance
of radiative braking in the system is found through the location of the stagnation
point inferred from hard X-ray light curves and the line polarization. This work is
yet unpublished but I have received comments all collaborators and will submit the
results for publication shortly.
In Chapter 4 I discuss the findings of an 11 year long X-ray study of the WR
140 system that provides key insights into the origin of the observed X-rays. Addi-
tionally, I analyze its long-term polarimetric behavior, which seems to be related to
dust formation events. This work is currently in preparation for publication.
In Chapter 5 I propose future observations and modeling that will allow us to
further understand these systems. In addition, I consider the results found in this
dissertation in terms of a better overall understanding of mass loss and transfer in
binary star systems.
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Chapter 2
Geometrical Constraints on the Hot
Spot in  Lyrae
Jamie R. Lomax, Jennifer L. Hoffman, Nicholas M. Elias II, Fabienne A. Bastien,
and Bruce D. Holenstein 2012, The Astrophysical Journal, 750, 59
2.1 Abstract
We present results from six years of recalibrated and new spectropolarimet-
ric data taken with the University of Wisconsin’s Half-Wave Spectropolarimeter
(HPOL) and six years of new data taken with the photoelastic modulating polarime-
ter (PEMP) at the Flower and Cook Observatory. Combining these data with polari-
metric data from the literature allows us to characterize the intrinsic BVRI polarized
light curves. A repeatable discrepancy of 0.245 days (approximately 6 hours) be-
tween the secondary minima in the total light curve and the polarization curve in
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the V band, with similar behavior in the other bands, may represent the first direct
evidence for an accretion hot spot on the disk edge.
2.2 Introduction
Beta Lyrae A (also known as HD 174638, HR 7106 and ADS 11745A; here-
after “ Lyr”) is a bright, well-studied semi-detached eclipsing binary star system.
The primary star is a B6-B8 II, giant star (“loser”) with a mass of 3 M that is
transferring matter to its main-sequence B0.5 V, 12.5 M, companion (“gainer”) at
about 10 5 M yr 1 via Roche lobe overflow (Hubeny & Plavec 1991, Harmanec
& Scholz 1993). This process has created a thick accretion disk that obscures the
gainer (Huang 1963, Wilson 1974, Hubeny & Plavec 1991, Skulskii 1992). A bipo-
lar flow or jet has also been detected in the system through interferometric and
spectropolarimetric methods (Harmanec et al. 1996, Hoffman et al. 1998; hereafter
HNF). The system’s mass ratio, q, has been placed between 4.2 and 6 with an in-
clination angle, i, of 85 (Wilson 1974). Other studies have suggested i = 83 with
q = 5:6 and i = 80 with q = 4:28 (Hubeny & Plavec 1991, Skulskii 1992). More
recent determinations of the orbital inclination place its value at i = 86 (Linnell
et al. 1998, Linnell 2000). These large mass ratios are evidence for mass reversal
in the system’s history. The disk’s ability to obscure the gainer is due to the nearly
edge-on inclination angle of the system.
The system has a well-established orbital period of 12.9 days that increases at a
rate of 19 s yr 1 (Harmanec & Scholz 1993). Recent interferometric observations
have produced the first images of the system, which show the loser and the disk as
separate objects and confirm the orientation of the system axis, near 254, previ-
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ously inferred from HNF’s polarimetric analysis (Harmanec et al. 1996, Zhao et al.
2008, Schmitt et al. 2009). Understanding howmass moves between and around the
stars and leaves the system is imperative to understanding the evolutionary future of
 Lyr. However, interferometric techniques have yet to resolve the mass stream or
bipolar outflows. We have used spectropolarimetry to study the system and begin
to unlock the evolutionary clues contained within the circumstellar material.
Light scattering from electrons in the highly ionized circumstellar material in
 Lyr produces a variable phase-dependent polarization. Since electron scattering
preserves information about the orientation of the scattering region, analyzing po-
larimetric behavior as a function of wavelength allows us to determine from where
in the system different spectral features have arisen. In this way, spectropolari-
metric observations of  Lyr can be used to infer the geometrical properties of the
scattering material in the system.
Optical polarimetry was used to study  Lyr as early as 1934, but it was not
known until 1963 that the system exhibited variable polarization (O¨hman 1934,
Shakhovskoi 1963). Appenzeller and Hiltner (1967; hereafter AH) were the first to
publish interstellar polarization (ISP) corrected broadbandUBV polarization curves
of  Lyr. More recently, HNF published ISP-corrected polarized light curves in
the V band and H and He I 5876 emission lines using a subset of the data we
present here. HNF used the position angles of the polarized UV continuum and the
hydrogen Balmer emission lines to confirm that a bipolar outflow exists in the  Lyr
system after their discovery by Harmanec et al. (1996). HNF also interpreted the
average position angle of the visible polarized light (164) to be the physical axis
of the binary system, an interpretation which was borne out by the interferometric
images presented by Zhao et al (2008) and Schmitt et al. (2009).
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In this paper we present new BVRI and He I 5876 polarization curves and
polarized light curves of  Lyr. The details of our spectropolarimetric observations
and our interstellar polarization corrections are in Section 2.2. Section 2.3 presents
and displays our observational results. We analyze our findings in Section 2.4 and
summarize conclusions in Section 2.5.
2.3 Observations
This study compiles data from three distinct data sets. The first consists of
69 optical spectropolarimetric observations of  Lyr taken over 6 years with the
University of Wisconsin’s Half-Wave Spectropolarimeter (HPOL) at the 0.9 m tele-
scope at Pine Bluff Observatory (PBO); the second data set comprises 6 years of
broadband optical polarimetric data obtained at the Flower and Cook Observatory;
and the third is 3 years of archived broadband optical polarimetric data from AH
taken with the 24 inch rotatable telescope at the Yerkes Observatory. To calculate
the phase for each observation, we used the ephemeris
Tpri = HJD 2; 408; 247:966 + 12:91378E + 3:87196 10 6E2
where E is the total number of orbits since the primary eclipse that occurred at HJD
2,408,247.966 (Harmanec & Scholz 1993). This is the same ephemeris used by
HNF; it does not significantly differ from the more recent ephemeris presented by
Ak et al. (2007).
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2.3.1 HPOL Data Set
The first 14 HPOL observations, obtained between 1992 September and 1994
November, used a dual Reticon array detector with a wavelength range of 3200-
7600 A˚ and a resolution of 15 A˚ (see Wolff, Nordsieck, & Nook 1996 for fur-
ther instrument information). The remaining 55 observations, taken between 1995
March and 1998 September, used a CCD-based system. This extended the wave-
length range, 3200-10500 A˚, and increased the resolution to 7.5 A˚ below 6000 A˚
and 10 A˚ above (Nordsieck & Harris 1996). The first 29 observations were previ-
ously published in HNF; they have undergone recalibration for use in this study.
Table 2.1 lists the orbital phases along with civil and heliocentric Julian dates
for the midpoint of each HPOL observation. Each  Lyr observation covers the full
spectral range, with the exception of the four nights indicated in Table 2.1. Two
observations, 1995 May 27 and 1995 August 14, used only the red grating (6,000-
10500 A˚) of the CCD system while the other two, 1997 May 17 and 1997 May 26,
used only the blue grating (3200-6000 A˚). Each individual observation typically
lasted between 45 minutes and an hour (approximately 0.03 to 0.04 days) when
both gratings were used.
We used 11 HPOL observations of  Lyr B taken between 1995 May and 1999
November to obtain an ISP estimate. Beta Lyr B is a member of the same associa-
tion as  Lyr A and is located 45” away (Abt et al. 1962). All of these observations
were made using HPOL’s CCD-based system. Table 2.1 also lists the civil and he-
liocentric Julian dates that correspond to the midpoints of each observation of  Lyr
B and indicates which grating(s) were used during the observations. The first two
observations, 1995 May 21 and 1996 July 3, were previously published in HNF and
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have undergone recalibration for this study. We reduced all of the HPOL observa-
tions using the REDUCE software package (described by Wolff et al. 1996).
We estimated the ISP by fitting a modified Serkowski law curve to the error-
weighted mean of the 11 observations of  Lyr B (Serkowski 1965, Wilking et
al. 1982). The parameters for our ISP estimate are Pmax = 0:422%  0:005%,
max = 4149 A˚ 80 A˚,K = 0:699 and PA = 151:16  0:36. We subtracted this
ISP estimate from the HPOL  Lyr data. This new ISP correction has significantly
improved uncertainties over previous estimates; it is consistent with the HNF esti-
mate (Pmax = 0:419%  0:013%, max = 4605 A˚  260 A˚, and P:A: = 151:0
 0:9), which was determined using only the 1995 May 21 HPOL observation.
AH found a similar estimate, Pmax = 0:42%  0:04% and PA = 153:2  3 by
taking the weighted mean of the observed polarization of the associated stars  Lyr
B, E, and F.
Table 2.1: Date and Phase Information for Midpoints of the
HPOL  Lyrae and  Lyrae B Observations
Date HJD - 2,400,000 Phasea
 Lyr Reticon (through HNF; recalibrated):
1992 Sep 30 48895.71 0.661
1992 Oct 6 48901.67 0.121
1992 Oct 13 48908.60 0.657
1992 Oct 27 48922.58 0.737
1992 Dec 28 48984.52 0.525
1993 Jul 26 49194.60 0.762
1994 Jun 3 49506.78 0.890
1994 Jun 30 49533.59 0.962
Continued on Next Page. . .
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Table 2.1 – Continued
Date HJD - 2,400,000 Phasea
1994 Jul 22 49555.66 0.668
1994 Jul 29 49562.62 0.206
1994 Jul 31 49564.59 0.358
1994 Sep 8 49603.53 0.368
1994 Sep 20 49615.49 0.292
1994 Nov 7 49663.46 0.000
 Lyr CCD (through HNF, recalibrated):
1995 Mar 14b 49790.89 0.848
1995 May 5 49842.82 0.862
1995 May 26 49863.82 0.485
1995 May 27c 49864.78 0.559
1995 May 30 49867.84 0.796
1995 Jun 4 49872.86 0.184
1995 Jul 3 49901.66 0.410
1995 Jul 10 49908.72 0.955
1995 Jul 12 49910.82 0.117
1995 Jul 18 49916.70 0.572
1995 Jul 24 49922.79 0.043
1995 Aug 6 49935.68 0.039
1995 Aug 14c 49943.63 0.653
1995 Aug 18 49947.72 0.969
1995 Sep 10 49970.74 0.749
 Lyr CCD (after HNF, final calibration):
1996 Aug 21 50316.65 0.483
1997 May 17d 50585.78 0.283
1997 May 26d 50594.80 0.980
1997 Jul 5 50634.82 0.073
1997 Jul 7 50636.72 0.219
1997 Jul 7 50636.80 0.226
1997 Jul 10 50639.67 0.447
1997 Jul 10 50639.77 0.455
1997 Jul 10 50639.87 0.463
1997 Jul 11 50640.68 0.525
1997 Jul 11 50640.79 0.534
1997 Jul 15 50644.66 0.833
Continued on Next Page. . .
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Table 2.1 – Continued
Date HJD - 2,400,000 Phasea
1997 Jul 15 50644.77 0.842
1997 Jul 15 50644.86 0.848
1997 Jul 16 50645.68 0.912
1997 Jul 16 50645.78 0.920
1997 Jul 18 50647.71 0.069
1997 Aug 1 50661.64 0.145
1997 Aug 25 50685.64 0.000
1997 Aug 25 50685.74 0.008
1997 Aug 25 50685.83 0.015
1997 Aug 26 50686.66 0.079
1997 Aug 30 50690.62 0.385
1997 Sep 7 50698.63 0.004
1997 Sep 7 50698.71 0.010
1997 Sep 12 50703.77 0.401
1997 Sep 21 50712.64 0.087
1997 Sep 25 50716.73 0.403
1997 Oct 3 50724.60 0.011
1997 Oct 3 50724.70 0.019
1997 Oct 4 50725.57 0.086
1997 Oct 28 50749.54 0.939
1997 Nov 17 50769.56 0.486
1997 Dec 15 50797.50 0.645
1998 Apr 19 50922.86 0.333
1998 Apr 24 50927.90 0.723
1998 Jun 23 50987.82 0.354
1998 Jul 31 51025.78 0.287
1998 Aug 31 51056.62 0.671
1998 Sep 8 51064.76 0.300
 Lyr B CCD (through HNF, recalibrated):
1995 May 21 49858.85   
1996 Jul 3 50267.75   
 Lyr B CCD (after HNF, final calibration):
1998 Dec 8c 51155.54   
1998 Dec 11c 51158.53   
1998 Dec 12d 51159.52   
Continued on Next Page. . .
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Table 2.1 – Continued
Date HJD - 2,400,000 Phasea
1999 Aug 30 51420.63   
1999 Sep 13 51434.64   
1999 Oct 3d 51454.59   
1999 Nov 1d 51483.60   
1999 Nov 2 51484.57   
1999 Nov 15d 51497.55   
a Phases were calculated using the ephemeris in Harmanec & Scholz (1993).
b Table 1 of HNF incorrectly lists this date as 1994 March 14.
c These observations used only the red grating; see Section 2.2.1.
d These observations used only the blue grating; see Section 2.2.1.
2.3.2 FCO Data Set
Our second data set is made up of 19 B band, 88 V band and 17 R band observa-
tions obtained at the Flower and Cook Observatory between 1987 and 1992 with the
PEMP instrument (Holenstein 1991, Elias et al. 1996). The length of each observa-
tion was between 20 and 25 minutes (approximately 0.01 days). The phases along
with the civil and heliocentric Julian dates for each observation are listed in Table
2.2. We have no observations of  Lyr B taken with the same instrument as this
data set. Therefore, we used the Serkowski fit to the HPOL  Lyr B observations
(see Section 2.2.1) to calculate the ISP contributions at the central wavelengths of
33
the BVR bands and subtracted these estimated values from the observations in this
data set. We list these data and ISP subtracted data in Tables 2.3 through 2.5.
Table 2.2: Date and Phase Information for Midpoints of the FCO
 Lyrae Observations
Date HJD - 2,400,000 Phasea
B Band:
1989 Apr 12 47628.88 0.753
1989 Apr 20 47636.85 0.352
1989 Apr 23 47639.85 0.583
1989 May 29 47675.80 0.366
1989 Jun 5 47682.78 0.907
1989 Jun 12 47689.80 0.448
1989 Jun 19 47696.78 0.989
1989 Jun 30 47707.76 0.840
1989 Jul 2 47709.79 0.994
1989 Jul 25 47732.74 0.772
1989 Jul 29 47736.79 0.081
1989 Aug 31 47769.68 0.632
1989 Sep 3 47772.58 0.844
1989 Sep 4 47773.57 0.922
1989 Sep 5 47774.57 0.999
1989 Sep 9 47778.57 0.308
1989 Oct 5 47804.45 0.318
1989 Oct 8 47807.60 0.550
1992 Jun 4 48777.76 0.543
V Band:
1987 Aug 11 47018.61 0.563
1987 Aug 13 47020.57 0.718
1987 Aug 15 47022.59 0.872
1987 Aug 16 47023.58 0.949
1987 Aug 18 47025.54 0.104
1987 Aug 18 47025.56 0.104
1987 Aug 20 47027.59 0.259
1987 Aug 21 47028.58 0.336
1987 Aug 22 47029.56 0.413
Continued on Next Page. . .
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Table 2.2 – Continued
Date HJD - 2,400,000 Phasea
1987 Aug 24 47031.58 0.568
1987 Sep 15 47053.57 0.268
1987 Sep 26 47064.55 0.119
1987 Sep 27 47065.54 0.196
1987 Sep 28 47066.55 0.273
1987 Oct 5 47073.55 0.814
1987 Oct 6 47074.53 0.892
1988 Jun 13 47325.80 0.313
1988 Jun 24 47336.80 0.163
1988 Jun 28 47340.61 0.453
1988 Jul 1 47343.62 0.685
1988 Jul 16 47358.66 0.863
1988 Aug 19 47392.69 0.491
1988 Aug 22 47395.68 0.723
1988 Aug 23 47396.59 0.781
1988 Sep 1 47405.62 0.477
1988 Sep 2 47406.58 0.554
1988 Sep 3 47407.59 0.631
1988 Sep 7 47411.56 0.941
1988 Sep 8 47412.55 0.018
1988 Sep 11 47415.55 0.250
1988 Sep 15 47419.55 0.559
1988 Sep 16 47420.55 0.636
1988 Sep 27 47431.54 0.487
1988 Sep 28 47432.50 0.564
1988 Sep 29 47433.53 0.641
1988 Oct 1 47435.57 0.796
1988 Oct 2 47436.54 0.873
1988 Oct 6 47440.56 0.182
1988 Oct 10 47444.52 0.491
1988 Oct 14 47448.52 0.801
1988 Oct 15 47449.57 0.878
1988 Oct 26 47460.47 0.728
1988 Oct 27 47461.57 0.805
1988 Oct 28 47462.53 0.883
1988 Oct 30 47464.50 0.037
1988 Oct 31 47465.49 0.115
Continued on Next Page. . .
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Table 2.2 – Continued
Date HJD - 2,400,000 Phasea
1988 Nov 4 47469.50 0.424
1988 Nov 10 47475.53 0.888
1988 Nov 14 47479.50 0.197
1988 Nov 15 47480.47 0.274
1988 Nov 18 47483.49 0.506
1989 Apr 12 47628.85 0.733
1989 Apr 20 47636.83 0.352
1989 Apr 23 47639.83 0.583
1989 May 29 47675.78 0.366
1989 Jun 5 47682.80 0.907
1989 Jun 12 47689.82 0.448
1989 Jun 19 47696.80 0.989
1989 Jun 30 47707.78 0.840
1989 Jul 2 47709.81 0.994
1989 Jul 25 47732.76 0.772
1989 Jul 29 47736.82 0.081
1989 Aug 31 47769.70 0.632
1989 Sep 3 47772.60 0.844
1989 Sep 4 47773.61 0.922
1989 Sep 5 47774.60 0.999
1989 Sep 9 47778.60 0.308
1989 Oct 2 47801.68 0.105
1989 Oct 23 47822.59 0.709
1992 Jun 13 48786.72 0.239
1992 Jun 18 48791.65 0.625
1992 Jun 21 48794.62 0.838
1992 Jun 28 48801.73 0.398
1992 Jun 29 48802.67 0.476
1992 Jul 6 48809.68 0.017
1992 Jul 8 48811.59 0.152
1992 Jul 19 48822.60 0.002
1992 Jul 29 48832.57 0.775
1992 Jul 30 48833.58 0.852
1992 Aug 2 48836.61 0.084
1992 Aug 3 48837.60 0.161
1992 Aug 5 48839.60 0.316
1992 Aug 8 48842.56 0.548
Continued on Next Page. . .
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Table 2.2 – Continued
Date HJD - 2,400,000 Phasea
1992 Aug 11 48845.56 0.780
1992 Aug 19 48853.54 0.398
1992 Aug 30 48864.56 0.248
1992 Sep 1 48866.60 0.403
1992 Sep 13 48878.55 0.330
R Band:
1989 Apr 12 47628.90 0.753
1989 Apr 20 47636.81 0.352
1989 Apr 23 47639.79 0.583
1989 May 29 47675.76 0.366
1989 Jun 5 47682.83 0.907
1989 Jun 12 47689.84 0.448
1989 Jun 19 47696.82 0.989
1989 Jun 30 47707.80 0.840
1989 Jul 2 47709.83 0.994
1989 Jul 25 47732.78 0.772
1989 Jul 29 47736.84 0.081
1989 Aug 31 47769.72 0.632
1989 Sep 3 47772.62 0.844
1989 Sep 5 47774.62 0.999
1989 Sep 9 47778.62 0.308
1989 Oct 2 47801.65 0.105
1989 Oct 10 47809.61 0.704
a Phases were calculated using the ephemeris in Harmanec & Scholz (1993).
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2.3.3 AH Data Set
We also used archival BV polarization data taken between 1964 and 1966, orig-
inally published in AH. This data set consists of 37 B band and 127 V band obser-
vations, the details of which can be found in AH (and references therein). The DC
two-channel polarimeter was rotated 30 between 12 separate 20 second exposures
of  Lyr and the sky (Appenzeller 1965). Therefore, the total integration time for
both  Lyr and the sky was 4 minutes (approximately 0.003 days). We converted
these data from polarization magnitudes to percent polarization and converted their
Julian dates to heliocentric Julian dates for use in this study. For consistency be-
tween the HPOL and AH data sets, we did not use AH’s published ISP corrected
data because it included two stars ( Lyr E and F) that are not included in the HPOL
ISP estimate. Instead, we subtracted only the AH BV  Lyr B observations from
their non-ISP corrected  Lyr data in each respective band.
2.4 Results
2.4.1 Broadband Polarimetry
To examine the behavior of the continuum polarization with orbital phase, we
applied synthetic BVRI Johnson-Cousins band filters (described by Bessell 1990)
to the ISP-corrected HPOL data. The filter routine produces broadband values and
associated internal errors for each observation; however, we must still take into
account systematic variations in the instrumental polarization between nights. Sys-
tematic errors for HPOL at PBO were evaluated by periodically analyzing obser-
vations of unpolarized standard stars. Tables 2.6 through 2.9 list broadband po-
45
larization values and internal errors determined by the filter routine along with the
systematic errors. In the case of the Reticon data, the systematic errors are less well
determined; based on our previous experience with these data, we have estimated
the uncertainties in the Stokes parameters for the Reticon data to be 0:02% in all
bands. Figures 2.1 through 2.4 display these data graphically, using the larger of
the internal and systematic errors for each observation, along with the FCO and AH
data.
The position angles for the BVRI bands remain relatively constant with orbital
phase except near secondary eclipse, where the position angle values appear to ro-
tate away from the mean value. The bottom panels in Figures 2.1 through 2.4 show
this behavior in each band. In the standard picture of the system, the polarization
is produced by scattering from the accretion disk edge; the average position angle
at these wavelengths should therefore provide us with an estimate of the orienta-
tion of the axis of the disk and thus of the system as a whole. To calculate the
average position angle in each band, we excluded the secondary eclipse points (be-
tween phases 0.425 and 0.575) because they do not follow the near-constant trend
displayed at other phases and performed a linear, error-weighted, least-squares fit
to the remaining data in Q-U space. We then used the slopes of the fitted lines to
determine the position angles listed in Table 2.10. We also calculated a position
angle for Balmer jump index (the vector difference between the polarization above
and below the Balmer jump). As discussed in HNF, the broadband polarization in
 Lyr undergoes a 90 position angle rotation across the Balmer Jump. Thus, this
vector difference defines the system axis in Q-U space. Because the Balmer jump
index is independent of the ISP, it provides us with an independent estimate of the
orientation of the system axis.
46
We find the weighted mean position angle of the HPOL Reticon and CCD bands
and the Balmer jump index to be 164:6 0:22. For each band, the CCD and Reti-
con position angles do not agree within uncertainties, with the Reticon data yielding
larger position angles in all bands. This result is due to poor sampling inQ-U space;
the Reticon data only consist of 14 data points in each band while there are 55 ob-
servations in the CCD V and R bands and 53 observations in the CCD B and I bands.
This skews the linear fit since the full range of possible observable Q-U values is
not well covered by the Reticon data. However, the larger systematic uncertainties
we adopt for the Reticon data result in these points carrying a lower weight in the
fit; thus, we are confident that our weighted mean is a fair representation of the
true system axis. HNF found the mean V band position angle to be 163:8  0:15;
while our estimate is not formally consistent with HNF’s, it shows the broad band
polarization behavior of the system is the same in all optical bands. Our polariza-
tion position angle implies a system position angle, defined by the position angle of
the disk axis, of 253:8 0:15 on the sky. As expected for polarization by electron
scattering, the position angle of the polarized light is perpendicular to the position
angles describing the system orientation given by Zhao et al. (2008) and Schmitt
et al. (2009). Zhao et al. (2008) estimated the position angle of the system’s as-
cending node as 253:22  1:97 and 251:87  1:83 using two different image
reconstruction techniques on their interferometric data and 254:39 0:83 using a
model of the system, while Schmitt et al. (2009) estimate 249:0  4:0.
We rotated all of the HPOL, AH and FCO data to the average position angle
of 164. This orients our data with respect to the intrinsic polarization axis of the
system. After this rotation, %U averages to zero in each band and the polarization
varies significantly only in the%Q direction. In the rest of this paper we present the
47
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projected Stokes parameter %Qp resulting from this rotation. The use of this quan-
tity is beneficial because it can be positive or negative, whereas %P is always posi-
tive. Data points that have a position angle near 164 will have a positive%Qp value
while points with a position angle perpendicular to this (near 74) will have a nega-
tive%Qp. Hereafter we display only%Qp because%Up values scatter around zero.
Because the rotation is a simple trigonometric calculation, we present in Tables 2.3
through 2.9 the unrotated %Q and ISP subtracted FCO and HPOL data only.
The middle panels in Figures 2.1 through 2.4 show the%Qp curves for the BVRI
bands after rotation. We used the program PERIOD04 to perform a Fourier fit to
the data for each band (Lenz & Breger 2005). The PERIOD04 fitting formula is
y = Z +
Pn
i=1Ai sin(2(
it + i)) where n is the number of sine terms in the fit,
Z is the zero point, A is the amplitude, 
 is the frequency, and  is the phase. The
results of the fits are displayed as solid curves in each figure and their parameters
are given in Table 2.11. The V band, and to a lesser extent the B band, Fourier fits
deviate from the data at phase 0.9 (see Figure 2.2). This discrepancy disappears
in the V band if we include three frequency terms in the Fourier fit. However, we
are not as confident in the third frequency as we are in the first two because the
PERIOD04 fitting program produces a reasonable third term for the V band only.
Therefore, in Table 2.11 we report parameters for only the first two terms, but we
display both the two-term and three-term fits in Figure 2.2. These fits provide the
first quantitative representations of the polarization variations in the  Lyr system.
The data in the BVRI bands are almost always positive, indicating their position
angles stay near 164 throughout the orbital period. Each of the bands displays
an increase in %Qp at primary eclipse and two other increases near the quadrature
phases (0.25 and 0.75). The height difference between the polarization bumps at
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Figure 2.1 Data points represent the B band polarimetric observations from HPOL
Reticon (diamonds), HPOLCCD (squares), AH (circles) and FCO (triangles). From
top: Normalized V band Fourier fit light curve (Harmanec et al. 1996), projected
polarization (see Section 2.3.1), and position angle (degrees) versus phase. Error
bars are shown for uncertainties larger than 0.025 in%Qp and 5:0 in position angle.
The HPOL error bars shown represent the larger of the intrinsic and systematic
uncertainties. All data have been wrapped so that more than one complete period
is shown. The solid line in the middle panel represents our Fourier fit to the %Qp
data (see Section 2.3.1). The dotted line represents zero projected polarization. The
solid line in the bottom panel represents the average position angle of 164.
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Figure 2.2 Same as Figure 2.1, but for V band polarimetry. The dashed blue curve
(in the online version, otherwise dashed light grey) represents the three-term Fourier
fit and the red curve (in the online version, otherwise solid) represents the two-term
Fourier fit. Note the two fits differ at primary and secondary eclipse, the quadrature
phases, and near phases 0.15 and 0.9.
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Figure 2.3 Same as Figure 2.1, but for R band polarimetry.
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Figure 2.4 Same as Figure 2.1, but for I band polarimetry.
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the quadrature phases noted by HNF disappears now that more data are added, but
we note that the B and V phase 0.25 bump have a higher dispersion around the
average %Qp value than does the 0.75 phase bump. The R and I band show the
opposite behavior; future observations will be able to tell us whether this is due to
their poor phase coverage or whether it indicates that the R and I bands are probing
a different region of the disk than the B and V bands. We calculated the variance
of the two quadrature bumps between phases 0.25 and 0.35, and 0.65 and 0.75
to formally show this. The first quadrature bump has BVRI variances of 0.081 
0.006, 0.110  0.005, 0.040  0.002, and 0.016  0.002 respectively, while the
second quadrature bump has variances of 0.048  0.005, 0.027  0.002, 0.281 
0.005, and 0.069  0.004.
Table 2.11: BVRI Fourier Fit Parameters
Band Zero Point Term 
 A 
B 0.239470 1 2.98  0.01 0.127  0.009 0.30  0.01
   2 1.00  0.02 0.078  0.008 0.37  0.02
V 0.243419 1 2.98  0.01 0.096  0.007 0.30  0.01
   2 1.01  0.03 0.050  0.006 0.36  0.02
R 0.241148 1 3.00  0.01 0.107  0.008 0.32  0.01
   2 4.02  0.03 0.052  0.009 0.08  0.03
I 0.195021 1 3.00  0.01 0.093  0.006 0.30  0.01
   2 4.01  0.02 0.050  0.006 0.10  0.02
Note. – These parameters describe our Fourier fits to the broadband polarimetric
data in the combined HPOL, FCO and AH data sets. See Section 2.3.1.
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The R and I bands also produce a lower polarization signal than the B and
V bands. This change in polarization behavior with wavelength could indicate
that scattering mechanisms other than electron scattering are present in the sys-
tem. However, more observations in the R and I bands are needed to rule out the
possibility that the low signal is due to a lack of phase coverage in these bands.
Figures 2.1 through 2.4 also show that in each band, the polarization curve has
a fitted minimum in polarization that occurs just prior to the secondary eclipse in
total light. This minimum is accompanied by a rotation in the position angle of the
polarized light away from its average value. Table 2.12 gives the phases of the%QP
Fourier fit minimum in all bands. The offset between secondary eclipse in polarized
light and total light is a new result, seen here for the first time due to the improved
phase coverage in these data. We discuss the implications of this phenomenon in
Section 2.4.
At primary eclipse, there are hints of similar behavior: the polarization maxima
in the B and V bands occur slightly before phase 0.0, and all bands show a deviation
from the mean position angle at and just after phase 0.0. However, we consider the
primary eclipse features to be less significant than the ones at secondary eclipse for
the following reasons. The three data points showing noticeable deviations from
the mean position angle all occurred on the same night, 1997 August 25, which
suggests that this effect may be due to a non-periodic process intrinsic to the  Lyr
system, or to a change in observing conditions that affected that night’s data. If the
same structure is responsible for the phenomena at both eclipses, we expect that a
similar position angle scatter should exist in observations from the same orbit of
the system whose phases are between primary and secondary eclipse, when such
a structure should be most visible to the observer. However, neither the data from
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1997 August 26, nor 1997 August 30 show such behavior. Additionally, the polar-
ization maximum in the R band occurs at phase 0.0 within the uncertainties, and in
the I band the maximum occurs just after phase 0.0. If we include the third term
in the V band Fourier fit, the primary polarization maximum occurs at phase 0.0
within uncertainties. Because the eclipse behavior is not consistent between bands
and the associated position angle scatter appears to have occurred during only one
orbit of the system, we consider it unlikely that these are due to a stable physical
structure within the system (see Section 2.4 for further discussion of the effects seen
at primary eclipse).
Figure 2.5 displays the projected polarized BVRI flux light curves for the  Lyr
system. To create these polarized light curves, we multiplied the fitted polarization
curves shown in Figures 2.1 through 2.4 by their respective Fourier fit light curves
(Harmanec et al. 1996) normalized to maximum light. In all bands, the polarized
flux remains nearly constant across primary eclipse due to a decrease in total light
and an increase in %QP . The secondary eclipse offset seen in Figures 2.1 through
2.4 persists in Figure 2.5, while quadrature phases display local maxima. The B and
V band appear to be the most similar; they overlap for most phases, while outside
of secondary eclipse and the first quadrature phase the R and I bands produce the
lowest net projected polarized flux. We do not consider the apparent height differ-
ences between bands at the quadrature phases to be significant due to the scatter in
the observational points and the lack of coverage in the R and I bands.
2.4.2 Line Polarimetry
We also took advantage of the spectropolarimetric nature of the data by studying
the polarization behavior of the strongest optical emission lines in  Lyr’s spectrum:
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H, H, He I 5876, He I 6678, and He I 7065. HNF hypothesized that the H,
H, He I 5876 and He I 7065 lines, which show a negative projected polariza-
tion, scatter in the bipolar outflow, while the He I 6678 scatters on the edge of
the disk. However, HNF did not have enough data to construct a full polarization
phase curve for the lines. Our expanded data set allows us to do this. However, we
present only our He I 5876 results in graphical form because our uncertainties are
relatively large due to signal-to-noise limitations. Rather than present the H, H,
He I 6678, and He I 7065 data, we describe their general behavior below. Future
observations will allow us to use these data to draw quantitative conclusions about
the scattering regions that give rise to the polarization in these lines.
In order to calculate the polarization for each emission line, we used the flux
equivalent width method described by HNF, using the same line and continuum
regions as far as possible. We corrected the H and H lines for underlying unpo-
larized absorption components (arising from the loser) in the same manner as HNF,
using their preferred absorption equivalent widths of 8  2 A˚ for H and 6  1 A˚
for H. This has the following effect on the data. The continuum is positively po-
larized while the lines are negatively polarized. If we do not correct for unpolarized
absorption, we remove too much continuum, and thus our resulting line polariza-
tion is too negative. With the absorption correction, the continuum contribution
is smaller and the magnitude of the polarization is also smaller, resulting in a less
negative %Qp.
We do not present the HPOL Reticon line polarization values due to their large
uncertainties. Figure 2.6 shows %Qp and position angle curves for the He I 5876
line. It has a negative %Qp; thus its position angle is perpendicular to the intrinsic
axis of the system. In addition, the polarization for the line approaches zero at both
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primary and secondary eclipses. For this to happen, the scattering region for this
line must lie near enough to the orbital plane of the system to be occulted both by the
loser and by the disk. HNF previously suggested that this line scatters in the bipolar
outflows because its average position angles lie near 74, corresponding to negative
values of %QP . The results from our extended data set support this interpretation
and further suggest that the He I 5876 scattering region within the outflows must
lie between the loser and the disk and have a vertical extent comparable to the height
of the disk.
The H, H, and He I 7065 lines also all display a negative%Qp and are likely
scattered in the same region as the He I 5876 line. Their average position angles
are listed in Table 2.10.
The He I 6678 data show a polarization behavior different from that of the
other lines. The data are generally positively polarized and their average position
angle, 138:2, agrees more closely with the intrinsic axis of the system than do those
of the other emission lines (see Table 2.10).
2.4.3 Period Analysis
Besides the primary orbital period of  Lyr (12.9 days), analysis of light curves
has revealed several longer periodicities. A 340-day period was detected by Peel
(1997), while both Van Hamme et al. (1995) and Harmanec et al (1996) detected
a 282-day period. Wilson and Van Hamme (1999) searched polarimetry from AH,
HNF, Serkowski (1965), and Shulov (1967) for periodicities but did not detect any-
thing significant.
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Figure 2.5 From top: Normalized V band Fourier fit light curve and projected po-
larized flux curves for the BVRI bands (see Section 2.3.1). The projected polarized
flux curves are formed by multiplying each band’s Fourier fit polarization curve by
its normalized to maximum light Fourier fit light curve.
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Figure 2.6 He I 5876 emission line polarization from HPOL CCD observations
(see Section 2.3.2). From top: Normalized V band Fourier fit light curve (Harmanec
et al. 1996), projected polarization, and position angle (degrees) versus phase. Er-
ror bars represent intrinsic uncertainties. All data have been wrapped in phase to
display more than one complete period.
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We performed a Lomb-Scargle power spectrum analysis to search for any peri-
odic behavior in our polarimetric broadband (HPOL, AH, and FCO) and line data
(H and He I  5876) not associated with the 12.9 day orbital period of the system.
While none of the previously detected longer periods were found, our analysis indi-
cates the presence of periods of approximately 4.3 days in both the V and B bands
with a False Alarm Probability (FAP; Horne & Baliunas 1986) of 10 6 when using
all three data sets. None of the other bands or the line polarization data appear to
contain periods other than the orbital period. We also searched for periods within
the HPOL, AH and FCO data sets individually to look for any transient periodic
variations. We find that the 4.3 day period also appears in the V and B AH data set
with a FAP of 10 6, but it does not appear in the other two data sets. This period is
exactly one third of the 12.9-day orbital period of the  Lyr system and results from
the combination of two separate effects: the increase in polarization at the quadra-
ture phases due to light scattering off the disk edge and the increase in polarization
at primary eclipse due to the occultation of unpolarized light by the loser (Hoffman
et al. 2003; hereafter HWN). These two effects cause the %Qp curves to form a
complete cosine curve between phases 0.0 and 0.3, a second cosine curve between
phases 0.3 and 0.6 and a third cosine between 0.6 and 1.0 (see Figures 1 through 4).
Therefore, this period does not provide new information about the  Lyr system.
We also performed a much simpler analysis to search for signatures of the 282-
day period, which has been ascribed to variability of the conditions of the circum-
stellar and circumbinary gas (Wilson 1974, Ak et al. 2007). Time plots of %Qp,
%Up, position angle, and percent polarization for each of the BVRI bands and the
He I 5876 line did not reveal the 282-day period and are therefore not shown.
However, the time coverage of our observations is very uneven and could have pre-
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vented us from detecting variations on this time scale. The observations in our data
set were taken between 1964 and 1998, but we have no polarimetric observations
taken during 1990, 1991, or between 1966 and 1987. The number of observations
performed per year only adds further complications; several years have very few
observations. We also note that the only the HPOL data set has observations of
every band and the He I 5876 line. For these reasons, we also performed an anal-
ysis similar to Harmanec et al. (1996) on the %Qp data for each band and the He I
5876 line. Plotting the data on the 282.37 day period mitigates the lack of time
coverage by “folding” observations onto one cycle.
We plotted the data from selected orbital period phase bins versus their phase
on the 282.37 day period (see Harmanec et al. 1996 for a similar analysis of a
large amount of V band total-light photometry). We chose the following five orbital
phase bins for several reasons: the 0.0-1.0 bin allows us to use all of the data, the
0.6-0.15 bin is where Harmanec et al. (1996) detected the 282.37 day period the
most strongly, the 0.25-0.35 and 0.65-0.75 bins allow us to determine whether the
polarization of the quadrature phases changes on a 282.37 day time scale, and the
0.425-0.575 bin allows us to determine whether the secondary eclipse has a 282.37
day periodic behavior. The 0.25-0.35, 0.425-0.575, and 0.65-0.75 orbital period
bins are too tight to leave a useful number of observations in the R and I bands and
the He I 5876 line. While the B and V bands are slightly less affected by the size
of the 0.25-0.35, 0.425-0.575, and 0.65-0.75 orbital phase bins, their behavior does
not indicate, by eye or by using PERIOD04, the presence of a variation on a 282.37
day period. The size of the 0.6-0.15 and 0.0-1.0 bins present the best chance of
detecting this period because the amount of data is not severely reduced. However,
neither bin reveals the presence of the 282.37 day period. We also subtracted the
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Fourier fits from the data in the BVRI bands (see Section 2.3.1) and searched the
residuals for the 282.37 day period with the same bins used for the original %Qp
data. The analysis on the residuals produced similar results; we do not find evidence
of a 282.37 day period in either the%Qp data or the Fourier fit subtracted residuals.
However, we note that the Fourier fits deviate from the data at some phases (see
Section 2.3.1). Plots from this analysis resemble scatter plots and are therefore not
shown.
2.5 Discussion
In interpreting their polarized flux curves, HNF proposed two different possi-
bilities for the origin and scattering location of the visible light. In their “disk-disk”
case, this light arises from within the disk and scatters from the disk edge; in the
“loser-lobe” case, the V-band continuum light arises from the loser and scatters
from material between the loser and the disk. In this analysis, HNF implicitly as-
sumed that all features of the visible polarized flux curve are due to the same origin
and scatterer. However, modeling work by HWN and subsequent modeling results
(Hoffman et al., in prep.) have shown that the scattered light can originate both
from the loser and from the disk in differing proportions over the binary cycle.
These newer results suggest the following interpretations of our BVRI polarization
curves. The net increase in %Qp at primary eclipse (Figures 2.1-2.4) is the result
of the unpolarized light from the primary star being blocked by the disk material at
phase 0.0. HNF interpreted the increase in %Qp at the quadrature phases as aris-
ing in one of two ways: light originating from within the disk and scattering from
the disk edge, or light originating from the loser and scattering from material be-
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tween the stars. We propose, based on recent modeling work by Hoffman, that these
“quadrature bumps” form simply by loser light scattering from the disk edge. The
minimum at secondary eclipse occurs because the unpolarized primary star blocks
light scattered in the secondary component.
Near secondary eclipse in all four broadband %Qp curves, the minimum in po-
larization precedes the minimum in total light; the phases for the polarization min-
imum in the BVRI bands are listed in Table 2.12. In each band, this minimum
corresponds to a rotation in position angle away from the average value; the phase
ranges for this rotation are also listed in Table 2.12. In the basic star-star-disk model
for the system, there is no mechanism to produce this disparity. If the loser is an
unpolarized source, as indicated by the absence of a primary eclipse in the polarized
flux curves (Figure 5; HNF), then the polarization minimum produced by its transit
across the disk should be centered at flux minimum (phase 0.5; HWN). Thus, to
explain this offset, we need to invoke another system component. Since  Lyr is
a mass transfer system, it most likely contains a mass stream connecting the loser
and the disk as well as a ‘hot spot’ where the mass stream from the loser interacts
with the disk edge (Lubow & Shu 1975; see also the geometries proposed by HNF).
Some studies (for example, Bisikalo et al. 2000 and references therein) suggest that
the manner in which the mass stream approaches the disk prevents a hot spot from
forming. Instead, a portion of the stream makes a full revolution around the disk
and then interacts with the original stream. The process of this interaction allows
the material that has made a full revolution around the secondary star to become
part of mass stream again; Bisikalo et al. (2000) do not consider it to be part of
the disk. Since this material’s position angle is the same as the disk in the system,
polarimetry cannot distinguish between the two possibilities. Therefore, we use the
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term ‘hot spot’ to refer to the region where the mass stream interacts with mate-
rial already encircling the secondary star and assume that any material which has
completed a revolution around the secondary star is part of the disk.
Even if a true “hot spot” is not created by the mass stream-disk interaction, the
region where the stream and disk meet could potentially decrease observed polar-
ization from the disk edge by disrupting the otherwise smooth structure of the disk
edge and adding unpolarized light at phases when it is visible. On the other hand,
the mass stream, which is elongated in the same direction as the disk, should pro-
duce a polarization position angle very similar to that of the disk. Therefore, the
presence of the mass stream should not lead to a decrease in the observed polariza-
tion. The effects of a hot spot would be detectable in the polarization light curves
in the BVRI bands because the disk is the primary scattering region for visible light
in the  Lyr system. But, if it is not significantly brighter than the surrounding disk,
the hot spot would not be visible in the total light curves. Therefore, we interpret
the %Qp minimum associated with the randomization of the polarized position an-
gle prior to secondary eclipse as the first direct evidence for the proposed hot spot
on the  Lyr disk edge (Lubow & Shu 1975, Harmanec 2002).
We expect the hot spot to create an unstructured region on the disk edge where
the polarization vectors of the scattered light are randomized in position angle.
When this part of the disk is visible, the hot spot should cause a decreased polariza-
tion signal and a rotation in position angle, both of which occur in our polarization
curves (Figures 2.1-2.4). As long as the hot spot does not lie on the line connect-
ing the centers of mass of the two stars, and its brightness in the visible continuum
is similar to that of the undisturbed disk, its effect should result in a minimum in
polarization that does not correspond to a minimum in flux. Hydrodynamical mod-
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eling of the  Lyr system indicates that the mass stream, and therefore its associated
hot spot, should lead the loser in the sense of rotation of the system (Lubow & Shu
1975, Nazarenko &Glazunova 2006). In the  Lyr polarization curves, the polariza-
tion minimum and concurrent position angle variation occur just before secondary
eclipse, suggesting that the hot spot begins its transit of the disk before the loser
does. In fact, the larger dispersion of points in the B and V bands at the first quadra-
ture phase when compared to the second quadrature phase suggests that the hot spot
is already in view by phase 0.25. In this picture, the minimum polarization occurs
at the phases where the disk area disrupted by the hot spot and eclipsed by the loser
is maximized. We sketch this proposed interpretation in Figure 2.7.
We note that in all bands, there are fewer data points after secondary eclipse than
before, which may skew the %QP Fourier fit near secondary minimum. However,
we have several reasons to believe the eclipse offset is not an artifact of the fit.
The effect is apparent in all filters, some of which have a much lower point density
in phase then the V band. (However, the V band displays the smallest difference
between the %QP near secondary minimum and phase 0.5.) The position angle
rotation does not heavily depend on the number of points, is apparent in all bands,
and has a larger effect at pre-secondary eclipse phases than post-secondary eclipse
phases. Finally, the uncertainties on the phases at which the minima occur are small
(see Table 2.12) compared to the difference between phase 0.5 and the polarization
secondary minimum. Future work will include filling in the post-secondary data
gap with new HPOL observations to improve the Fourier fits and quantify the%QP
near secondary minimum offsets more reliably.
In the subsections below, we outline three different estimates of the size of the
hot spot, assuming it has the same height as the edge of the disk. We use the
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Figure 2.7 Proposed geometry of the  Lyr system at various phases in our proposed
hot spot model. Arrows represent the polarization arising from the disk edge. From
Top: The first maximum in polarization occurs at the first quadrature phase. The
polarization then begins to decrease as the hot spot (hatched region) rotates into
view. The minimum in polarization occurs when the area eclipsed by the loser and
disrupted by the hot spot is maximized. The minimum in flux occurs as the hot spot
is rotating off the edge of the visible disk. The second maximum in polarization
occurs at the second quadrature phase.
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following values for system parameters: a loser radius of RL = 15R, a disk
diameter of DD = 60R, a binary separation of RS = 58R, and a disk height of
HD = 16R (Linnell 2000, Harmanec 2002).
2.5.1 Hot Spot Size Estimate: %QP Method
We can use the offset in secondary eclipse to estimate a maximum size for the
hot spot. Assuming circular orbits, we have the scenario depicted in Figure 2.8.
Knowing that phase 0.5 occurs at an angle of 180 on the circle depicting the loser’s
orbit, we can use a simple ratio to find the angle ,
0:5
180
=
P
180    (2.5.1)
where P is the phase for which secondary eclipse occurs in polarized light (Table
2.12) and 180    is the angle from zero at which phase P occurs. If we know ,
we can also find the length of line x,
x = RS sin() (2.5.2)
where RS is the radius between the center of the disk and the center of the loser.
With the length of line x we can estimate the projected size of the hot spot, HSQ
(hatched region in the Observer’s View in Figure 2.8), with the following equation,
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HSQ =
8>>>><>>>>:
60R for x  12DD;
(x RL) + 12DD for 12DD > x > RL;
1
2
DD   (RL   x) for RL > x > 0
(2.5.3)
where DD is the diameter of the accretion disk and RL is the radius of the loser.
Using the above formulae we can calculate the maximum projected hot spot size
for the BVRI bands. Table 2.12 lists the results. The maximum hot spot size ranges
from 22 R to 33 R. Since we assume the hot spot has the same height as the
disk, these values represent ‘widths’ along the projected face of the disk. We do not
calculate formal error bars on these estimates because the estimates vary so widely.
2.5.2 Hot Spot Size Estimate: Position Angle Method
We also used the variations in position angle to estimate a maximum size for
the hot spot. First, we calculated the size of the disk in phase. To do this we solved
Equation 2 for  when x = 1
2
DD. The phase for the left side of the disk as depicted
in Figure 2.8 is then given by Equation 1. We calculate this phase to be 0.413.
Similarly for the right side of the disk we calculate a phase of 0.587. The resulting
size of the disk in phase is the difference of these phases, or 0.174.
We then estimated the size of the hot spot in phase by finding how long the ran-
domization of position angle lasts. We assumed any points near secondary eclipse
that deviated significantly from the average position angle were due to the hot spot.
We did not use a formal calculation to find these points; we chose the smallest and
largest phases for the randomized position angles by eye. We then took the differ-
ence in phase between the deviant observations with the smallest and largest phases
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to calculate the size of the hot spot in phase, HS (Table 2.12). In this case the
maximum hot spot size, HSPA, is given by the ratio
60R
0:174
=
HSPA
HS
: (2.5.4)
Table 2.12 lists the maximum projected size of the hot spot across the edge of the
disk for each band. Our hot spot size estimates found with this method range from
26 R to 58 R.
2.5.3 Hot Spot Size Estimate: Simple Model
We used a simple model for a third estimate of the size of the hot spot. For this
model we assume the polarization of the disk is uniform across the disk edge. We
first calculated a baseline qfDC , the polarized flux due to the disk’s self-illumination,
by taking the error-weighted mean %QP multiplied by the normalized Fourier fit
flux of the observations between phases 0.7 and 1.2 for each band (HWN). This
assumes all the polarized flux at these phases is due to light originating within the
disk rather than from the loser, a reasonable assumption given the results of HWN.
We also define qfmin, the minimum polarized flux near secondary eclipse due to
the primary star’s eclipse and hot spot’s transit of the disk, to be the error-weighted
mean %QP multiplied by the normalized Fourier fit flux for observations between
phases 0.4 and 0.55. If we subtract from qfDC the amount of polarized flux blocked
by the primary star and disrupted by the transit of the hot spot, the result should be
qfmin, the polarized flux observed at secondary eclipse.
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The amount of polarized flux lost due to the primary eclipsing the disk and the
hot spot transiting the disk is given by
qfDC   qfDC
AD
Aecl   qfDC
AD
AHS = qfmin (2.5.5)
where Aecl is the area of the disk eclipsed by the primary star (shaded region in
Figure 2.8), AD is the observed area of the edge of the disk, and AHS = HDHSSM
is the area of the disk edge disrupted by the hot spot. The fraction qfDC=AD =
qfDC=DDHD gives the polarized flux per unit area from the disk. The second term
is the polarized flux eclipsed by the primary star and the third term is the polarized
flux subtracted by the hot spot. We note that Equation 5 assumes an inclination
angle of i = 90 and that each unit area of the disk contributes to the polarized
flux equally. In reality, the relative contributions of each portion of a disk with
an inclination angle of i = 90 are not equal due to limb darkening. Taking limb
darkening into account would complicate our estimates; a hot spot near a limb
darkened edge of the disk would need to be larger to account for the same amount
polarized flux loss that would be lost by a hot spot closer to the center of the disk.
Table 2.12 gives qfDC , qfmin, and the resulting hot spot size estimate for the BVRI
bands using Equation 5.
Assuming an inclination angle of i = 86 (Linnell et al. 1998, Linnell 2000)
instead of 90 changes the equation we use to calculate HSSM . In this case, the
area of the disk that we see is larger than in the edge-on case; projection effects
allow us to see a small portion of the back side of the disk. The visible portion of
the interior of the disk is polarized differently than the disk edge; the polarized flux
from the interior should cancel with some of the polarized flux from the disk edge.
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Figure 2.8 Sketch of the geometry we used for our hot spot size estimates (not to
scale, see Section 2.4). We used parameters obtained by Linnell (2000) for the disk
height, disk diameter, loser radius and separation between the two components.
The hatched region in the Observer’s View represents the hot spot size based on the
%Qp method (see Section 2.4.1). The blackened area of the circle in the Observer’s
View is the uneclipsed area of the loser at primary eclipse. The filled square inside
the accretion disk in the Polar View indicates the location of the roots of the bipolar
outflows as given by the H absorption core while the filled star represents the same
thing for the H emission wings (Harmanec et al. 1996).
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Also, the area eclipsed by the primary star is larger and the center of the star is no
longer aligned with the plane that cuts the disk into equal bottom and top halves.
In order to calculate an estimate for i = 86, we make the assumption that the
area of the disk we see is rectangular. This makes our calculations easier since the
projected height of the disk does not change across the disk edge, but has the effect
of making our estimate smaller; if the edges of the projected disk have a height of
HD and the center of the projected disk has a larger height due to the projection,
the total area of the disk is smaller than a rectangle whose height is the projected
height (see Figure 2.9). This assumption allows us to use Equation 5 with a slight
adjustment:
qfDC   qfDC
DDHPD
Aecl   qfDC
DDHPD
AHS = qfmin (2.5.6)
where HPD is the projected disk height. A simple calculation reveals that HPD =
20R. The area of the hot spot, AHS = HDHSSM , remains unchanged because
the hot spot is only on the front portion of the disk. Therefore, it does not take up
the full projected disk height. We note that we do not have to account for the can-
cellation of polarized light due to the contribution from the interior of the disk. We
are using our observations to estimate qfDC and qfmin, and these numbers should
therefore already incorporate this effect, if it is present. However, we still make the
assumption that each portion of the disk contributes to the polarized flux equally.
Besides the complication due to limb darkening mentioned previously, this enlarges
our size estimate because more area is needed to cancel out the same amount of po-
larized flux. Table 2.12 gives the resulting hot spot size estimate for the BVRI bands
when i = 86 using Equation 6.
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Figure 2.9 Sketch of the geometry we used for our simple model hot spot size es-
timate at an inclination angle of 86 (not to scale; see Section 2.4.3). The hatched
regions represent the additional area of the disk in our estimate due to the assump-
tion of a rectangularly shaped disk.
In our estimates, the size of the hot spot is smaller when the inclination angle
is 86 compared to 90 for the following reason. The area of the disk is larger in
the i = 86 method compared to the i = 90 method by a factor of approximately
1.3. This causes the amount of polarized flux per unit area to decrease by a factor of
0.8. However, the area eclipsed by the primary star increases by more than a factor
of two. Therefore, the amount of polarized light lost due to the hot spot is smaller
when i = 86 than when i = 90.
2.5.4 Comparison and Review of Hot Spot Size Estimates
Comparing all three methods, we find a wide range of sizes for the hot spot. The
smallest size estimate is 2 R (I band) while the largest is 58 R (V band). The R
and I band estimates are the most likely to change with additional data because their
current phase coverage is not as good as the B and V bands. The B band estimates
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have the closest agreement between the three methods; they range from 22 R to 33
R, while the V band estimates have the largest range, 9 R to 58 R. The overlap
region for size ranges in all the bands is 22 R to 33 R.
The large size of our estimates lends support to the possibility that we are actu-
ally detecting the portion of the mass stream which has not interacted with the disk
and not a hot spot, similar to the findings of Bisikalo et al. (2000). The largest hot
spot size estimate, 58 R, is similar in size to the diameter of the disk, 60 R, and
the same as the binary separation, 58 R. However, this scenario would not likely
produce the phenomena seen in Figures 2.1 through 2.4 because light scattering
from the mass stream would tend to have a position angle similar to that of the disk;
therefore, we prefer a large hot spot interpretation.
The 22 R to 33 R range is likely an upper limit for the size of the hot spot
for several reasons. The position angle method (see Section 2.4.2) relies on using
the randomization of position angles around secondary eclipse. We determined the
length of time that the randomization in position angle lasts by using data from
multiple orbits of the system. If the spot varies, either in size or location, on time
scale similar to the orbital period, this variation would cause our estimate to be
larger than the actual size of the hot spot. Also, we made the assumption that the
hot spot contributes only unpolarized light to the observations. It is possible that the
hot spot contributes light polarized at a different position angle than light polarized
in the disk. This would cause a cancellation effect to occur; light polarized in the
hot spot would cancel some of the light polarized in the disk. In this case, our
estimate would again be larger than the area of the hot spot.
If the hot spot is indeed larger than 30 R, a portion of it may already be visible
to the observer during primary eclipse. If this were the case, we would expect the
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polarization maxima in the affected bands to shift from phase 0.0 to an earlier phase.
This line of reasoning suggests that the primary eclipse effects seen in Figures 2.1
through 2.4, if real, may also be due to the hot spot (see Section 2.3.1). However,
such a scenario does not explain why the I band polarization maximum occurs just
after primary eclipse. The R band and three-term V band Fourier fits do not show
an offset at primary eclipse, suggesting that the hot spot is not visible at this phase
(see Section 2.3.1). We propose that the primary eclipse offsets are likely a result
of the Fourier fits in some bands being less well determined around primary eclipse
due to incomplete phase coverage.
The position angle scatter around primary eclipse in Figures 2.1 through 2.4
could also be interpreted as evidence that the hot spot is visible at this phase. As
the system moves from primary eclipse to secondary eclipse, the amount of the hot
spot visible to the observer should only increase if the time scale for changes in the
hot spot is large compared to the orbital period. This suggests that if the scatter
in the position angle of the 1997 August 25 observations (squares between phases
0.000 and 0.015 in Figures 2.1 through 2.4) is due to the hot spot, then a similar
scatter should also exist in observations where the hot spot was fully visible during
the same orbit. In particular, the 1997 August 26 (phase 0.079) and 1997 August
30 (phase 0.385) observations should show this effect. However, these two obser-
vations appear to have a position angle more similar to the system average than the
1997 August 25 observations. If that the mass transfer rate varies on time scales
shorter than an orbital period, then the hot spot size may have changed over this
five-day period to change the amount of position angle scatter. This scenario would
explain the position angle scatter at primary eclipse for a single cycle, but it would
not address the fact that no other orbits of the system were observed to have a posi-
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tion angle scatter near primary eclipse. The combination of the arguments for and
against the visibility of the hot spot at primary eclipse does not clearly determine
whether its effects are discernible near phase 0.0. Multiple spectropolarimetric ob-
servations from the same orbit near primary eclipse will provide more insight into
the cause of this phenomena and access its repeatability. In particular, the evolu-
tion of the color index of the polarized flux through primary eclipse compared to
the evolution of the color index of the total light flux may shed new light on this
situation.
Harmanec et al (1996) derived the location of the ‘roots’ of the bipolar outflows,
where the bipolar outflows originate within the disk, using the H absorption core
and the H emission wings seen in many epochs of spectra (see Figure 1 in Har-
manec (2002) for an artist’s view of the location of the outflows). The location of
the roots (marked by a filled square in Figure 2.8 for the H absorption and by a
filled star for H emission) is in the same quadrant of the disk in which we interpret
the hot spot being located. However, the location of the roots is in the interior of
the disk while we suggest the hot spot is a disruption in the structure of the disk
edge. Certainly the bipolar outflows and the hot spot are related; both components
are the result of the system’s high mass transfer rate. How far into the interior of
the disk the hot spot reaches is unknown. Additionally, the disk is made up of two
components: a dense inner disk and an outer less dense disk (Skulskii 1992). What
constitutes the ‘disk edge’ where the hot spot disruption occurs is unclear, although
we have assumed it is the outermost edge of the disk (whose diameter is 60 R) in
our size estimates. Because the scattering region for the H line is thought to be the
bipolar outflows (HNF), future high precision H line polarization measurements
may be able to link the two structures. If the hot spot location is consistent with
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the roots of the outflows, we expect the H line polarization to show a secondary
minimum offset, similar to those characterizing the broadband curves (Figures 2.1
through 2.4), while maintaining a position angle consistent with the outflows. Ra-
dial velocity curves of the H line’s polarized flux may also provide valuable insight
into the relationship between the hot spot and bipolar outflows.
2.6 Summary
We have presented a large new data set of polarimetric observations of  Lyr
in the BVRI bands and the first Fourier fits to the polarimetric variations in these
bands and the He I 5876 emission line. We have interpreted the minimum in the
BVRI projected polarization prior to secondary eclipse and the associated position
angle rotations as the first direct evidence for a hot spot on the edge of the accretion
disk in the  Lyr system. Using the phases of polarization minimum, the scatter of
the position angle and a simple model, we have estimated the maximum size of the
hot spot to be between 22 and 33 R across the face of the disk. More extensive
polarimetric modeling of  Lyr is needed in order to fully understand these results.
Insights into the importance of the effects at primary eclipse and more accurate
estimates of the hot spot size could be derived from such models.
We expect the hot spot may also be detectable in X-rays. Both ROSAT HRI
(Berghofer & Schmitt 1994) and Suzaku (Ignace et al. 2008) have detected strong
and variable hard X-ray emission from  Lyr. However, neither set of observations
has provided information on the origin of the X-ray emission or observed the system
at phases at which we see the hot spot effects. An X-ray light curve with more
complete phase coverage will help locate the source of the X-ray emission.
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The large uncertainties and scatter in Figure 2.6 make it difficult to pinpoint
a location for the origin of the jets with confidence. Future, higher-precision line
polarization measurements will provide much needed insights and determine their
source.
Advancements in technology will soon allow for the combination of long-baseline
optical interferometry with polarimetry (Elias et al. 2008). We expect such a tech-
nological development will provide new and exciting geometrical insights into the
 Lyr system and others like it.
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Chapter 3
A New View of the Colliding Winds
in V444 Cygni
Jamie R. Lomax, Yael Naze´, Jennifer L. Hoffman, Michael De Becker, Hilding R.
Neilson, Julian M. Pittard, Andy M. T. Pollock, and Christopher M. P. Russell 2013
(in prep.)
3.1 Abstract
Aims. To determine the extent of Coriolis distortion on the wind-wind collision
region and the importance of radiative braking and inhibition in the V444 Cygni
system.
Methods. We created the most complete the X-ray light curve of the V444 Cyg
system with four new and six archived XMM-Newton observations and supporting
Swift observations to date. In addition, we created polarized light curves of some
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of the strongest emission lines with the University of Wisconsin’s Half-Wave Spec-
tropolarimeter.
Results. In our data we have detected evidence of the Coriolis distortion of the
wind-wind collision in the X-ray regime, which manifests itself through asymmet-
ric behavior in the X-ray light curves in the V444 Cyg system. Additionally, the
polarimetric results show evidence of the hole the wind-wind collision region carves
out of the Wolf-Rayet star’s wind. While, the combination of these two data sets
suggest that radiative forces play an important role in the system.
3.2 Introduction
V444 Cyg (also known as WR 139 and HD 193576) is one of the few known
eclipsing Wolf-Rayet (hereafter WR) binary systems with colliding winds and a cir-
cular orbit (Eris¸ & Ekmekc¸i 2011; i = 78.3 0.4). Its distance has been disputed,
although it is likely between 1.15 and 1.72 kpc (Kron & Gordon 1950, Forbes 1981,
Nugis 1996). At this distance, it is the closest known example of an eclipsing WR
binary. The primary star is a WN5 while the secondary is a main-sequence O6 star.
The WN star has a mass of 12.4 M and a mass loss rate of 4:6  10 6 M yr 1,
while the O star is 28.4 M and is losing mass at a rate of 5:8  10 7 M yr 1
(Hirv et al. 2006). The terminal wind velocities are 2:5103 km s 1 (WN star) and
1:7 103 km s 1 (O star; Stevens et al. 1992).
Evidence for colliding winds within the system is considerable and comes from
several wavelength regimes. Studies using IUE spectra found evidence for collid-
ing winds within V444 Cyg from variations in the terminal velocity and material
density inferred from emission lines, and the absorption features within those emis-
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sion lines (Koenigsberger & Auer 1985, Shore & Brown 1988). Additional evi-
dence from Einstein, ROSAT, ASCA, and XMM-Newton suggests at least part of the
observed X-ray emission is due to the wind collision region; the measured X-ray
temperature is higher than expected for single WR and O stars, and the variabil-
ity is consistent with a colliding wind scenario (Moffat et al. 1982, Pollock 1987,
Corcoran et al. 1996, Maeda et al. 1999, Bhatt et al. 2010, Fauchez et al. 2011).
Today V444 Cyg is considered the canonical, close, short period, colliding wind
binary system and has been extensively considered within the theoretical regime. It
is considered to be the example system for both radiative inhibition, where the ac-
celeration of a wind is reduced by the radiation from a companion star, and radiative
braking, where a wind is slowed after reaching terminal velocity due to the com-
panion’s radiation (Stevens & Pollock 1994, Owocki & Gayley 1995). However,
despite the system’s brightness and ease to observe, V444 Cyg’s X-ray phase cov-
erage has been inadequate to make important and reliable constraints on these types
of processes until now.
Bhatt et al. (2010) and Fauchez et al. (2011) have both analyzed the archived
XMM-Newton observations previously. However, these observations only cover half
of the system’s orbit. Analysis by Fauchez et al. (2011) suggests some unexpected
results concerning the wind collision region. These authors found that the hard
X-ray emitting region may be positioned close to the WN star, suggesting strong
radiative braking may be occurring within the system (Owocki & Gayley 1995).
The observations we present here are the closest to complete version of the X-ray
light curve of the system, allowing us to determine how the Coriolis force due
to the short orbital period of V444 Cyg (4.2 days) distorts the geometric shape
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and location of the shock cone, and further determine the importance of radiative
braking and inhibition on the system.
Optical spectropolarimetric observations can place additional constraints on
the geometry of circumstellar material within the system. Light scattering from
free electrons in the ionized circumstellar material is responsible for the phase-
dependent polarization observed in V444 Cyg (Robert et al. 1989, St.-Louis et al.
1993). Since electron scattering preserves geometric information about the scatter-
ing region, analyzing V444 Cyg’s polarization behavior as a function of wavelength
and orbital phase allows us to describe the scattering regions that produce the po-
larization in different spectral features. In the UBVRI bands, the observed phase-
locked linear polarization variations are dominated by the O star occultation of
photons originating from the WR star and scattering in a region of varying electron
density (St.-Louis et al. 1993). V444 Cyg’s polarization behavior near secondary
eclipse deviates from the theoretical predictions of Brown et al. (1978), possibly
due to the WR wind’s distortion from spherical symmetry as a results of the bi-
nary’s orbital motion (Robert et al. 1989, St.-Louis et al. 1993). St.-Louis et al.
(1993) suggested that this deviation is due to the WR wind’s distortion from spher-
ical symmetry possibly as a result of the orbital motion of the V444 Cyg system
(St.-Louis et al. 1993). Kurosawa et al. (2002) modeled the continuum polarization
and found that they need the WR wind to reproduce the observations. In their work,
the presence of the O wind and the wind-wind collision region do not affect the
continuum polarization.
In this paper, we present the results of four new XMM-Newton observations,
which we combine with six archival XMM-Newton observations to construct the
most complete X-ray light curve of the system to date with supplemental observa-
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tions from Swift. The locations of the optical and infrared primary and secondary
eclipses (phases 0.0 and 0.5) are well covered. X-ray eclipses appear offset from
these locations which provides important new information about the size and lo-
cation of the hot gas within the system. We also conduct a spectral analysis of
all ten XMM-Newton observations. We also present new polarization curves of the
V444 Cyg system in several strong optical emission lines, using data obtained with
the HPOL spectropolarimeter at Pine Bluff and Ritter Observatories. In Section 2
we describe the details of our observations. Section 3 presents and describes our
observational results. We analyze our findings in Section 4 and summarize our
conclusions in Section 5.
3.3 Observations
This study uses data from several distinct data sets. Our first set of data consists
of ten X-ray observations taken during two different years with the XMM-Newton
European Photon Imaging Cameras (EPIC); the second set is a 40 ksec observation
of V444 Cyg taken over two weeks by Swift. The third consists of 14 observations
taken with the University of Wisconsin’s Half-Wave Spectropolarimeter (HPOL)
at the 0.9m telescope at Pine Bluff Observatory (PBO); and the last includes 6
observations taken with HPOL on the 1.0m telescope at Ritter Observatory. We
phased all observations using the ephemeris given by Eris¸ & Ekmekc¸i (2011):
Tpri = HJD 2441164:311 + 4:212454E
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where E is the number of orbits of the system since the primary eclipse that oc-
curred on HJD 2; 441; 164:311.
3.3.1 XMM-Newton
Our ten XMM-Newton observations were taken using the EPIC instrument in
full frame mode with the medium filter. The first six of those observations are from
2004 while the last four were taken in 2012. The lengths of the observations vary;
see Table 3.1 for their observation ID numbers, revolution numbers, start times,
durations, and phase ranges. In total they cover approximately 55% of the orbit.
All of these observations were reduced using the latest version of the XMM-
Newton SAS software (version 12.0.1). Due to the faintness of the source, pile
up is not a problem for any observation; however, background flares were excised
from several observations (see Table 3.1). Additionally, data from both MOS CCDs
for observation 0206240401 (revolution number 0819) were not usable due to a
strong flare affecting both MOS1 and MOS2 exposures. For each XMM-Newton
observation, we extracted spectra for all EPIC cameras in a circular region with a
30” radius around the source such that oversampling is limited to a factor of five and
the minimum signal to noise per bin is three. The background was extracted from
a nearby area devoid of sources that was 35” in radius. Additionally, we extracted
count rates for these regions and computed their equivalent on-axis count rate while
correcting for parts of the point spread function not in the extraction region (using
SAS task epiclccorr) to create light curves for each observation for the soft
(0.4-2.0 keV), hard (2.0-10.0 keV), and total (0.4-10.0 keV) bands.
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3.3.2 Swift
Swift observed V444 Cyg for 40 ksec over the course of two weeks in 2011
(see Table 3.2). Observations were not continuous so we only list the start time
and the total exposure for each observation ID. The Swift data were processed with
the online tool at the UK Swift Science Data Center1, which produce a concatenated
light curve with 100s bins, built for the soft (0.4-10 keV) and hard (2-10 keV) bands
containing all Swift datasets. The small bins were then aggregated into 8 phase bins
(0.00-0.5, 0.05-0.10, 0.45-0.50, 0.50-0.55, 0.55-0.60, 0.90-0.95, and 0.95-1.00).
Our observations have no pile up and count rates are low (between 0.01 and 0.04
cts s 1).
Table 3.2: Swift Observation Information for V444 Cyg
Observation ID Start Time (HJD) Exposure (S)
31983002 2455728.619 8970
31983003 2455730.627 8969
31983004 2455732.684 8048
31983005 2455734.778 6749
31983006 2455735.501 3277
31983007 2455736.978 4677
31983008 2455739.305 2646
31983009 2455743.586 2270
1http://www.swift.ac.uk/user objects/
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3.3.3 HPOL
Our HPOL data can be divided into two subgroups. Taken between 1989 Octo-
ber and 1994 December, the first 14 HPOL observations used a dual Reticon array
detector with a wavelength range of 3200-7600 A˚ and a resolution of 15 A˚ (see
Wolff et al. 1996 for further instrument information). During this period HPOL
was at the Pine Bluff Observatory (hereafter HPOL@PBO). The last six observa-
tions were conducted between 2012 July and 2012 December with the refurbished
HPOL at Ritter Observatory (hereafter HPOL@Ritter). These four observations
used a CCD-based system with a wavelength range of 3200 A˚-10500 A˚, and a
spectral resolution of 7.5 A˚ below 6000 A˚ and 10 A˚ above (Nordsieck & Harris
1996).
Table 3.3 lists the orbital phase along with the civil and heliocentric Julian date
for the midpoint of each HPOL observation. All of the HPOL@PBO observa-
tions covered the full spectral range of the Reticon detector system. Only one of
the HPOL@Ritter observations covered the full spectral range of the CCD detec-
tor system. The remaining HPOL@Ritter observations used the blue grating only
(3200 A˚-6000 A˚). Each HPOL observation typically lasted between one and three
hours (0.010 to 0.030 in phase). We reduced all of the HPOL observations using
the REDUCE software package described by Wolff et al. (1996).
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Table 3.3: HPOL Date and Phase Information for V444 Cyg
Date Observatory Detector Midpoint HJD Phasea
1989 Oct 03 PBO Reticon 2447802.15 0.790
1990 Jul 24 PBO Reticon 2448096.26 0.583
1990 Oct 23 PBO Reticon 2448187.15 0.185
1990 Oct 24 PBO Reticon 2448188.10 0.363
1991 Aug 21 PBO Reticon 2448489.20 0.878
1991 Aug 31 PBO Reticon 2448499.31 0.252
1991 Oct 10 PBO Reticon 2448539.21 0.747
1991 Nov 17 PBO Reticon 2448577.11 0.708
1994 Jun 15 PBO Reticon 2449518.36 0.153
1994 Jul 03 PBO Reticon 2449536.35 0.426
1994 Aug 16 PBO Reticon 2449580.19 0.872
1994 Oct 06 PBO Reticon 2449631.23 0.978
1994 Nov 12 PBO Reticon 2449668.12 0.702
1994 Dec 01 PBO Reticon 2449687.12 0.212
2012 Jul 13b Ritter CCD 2456121.83 0.767
2012 Jul 14b Ritter CCD 2456122.87 0.004
2012 Oct 19b Ritter CCD 2456219.62 0.971
2012 Oct 22 Ritter CCD 2456222.58 0.684
2012 Oct 26b Ritter CCD 2456226.69 0.692
2012 Dec 14b Ritter CCD 2456275.55 0.265
a Phases were calculated using the ephemeris in Eris¸ & Ekmekc¸i (2011).
b Theses observations used only the blue grating. All other HPOL observations are
full spectrum for their respective detectors.
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3.4 Results
3.4.1 XMM-Newton Spectra
For each XMM-Newton observation, we extracted spectra for both MOS CCDs
and the PN CCD. The data were fit with the XSPEC (v12.7.1) software package
using the following two-component model (Arnaud 1996) with the same binning as
the extracted spectra:
wabs (vphabs vapec+ vphabs vapec)
where wabs represents the interstellar medium absorption component with a hydro-
gen column density fixed to nH = 0:32 1022 cm 2 (Oskinova 2005). We refer to
the abundance table of Anders & Grevesse (1989) for the other components.
For each observation we fit the three EPIC spectra simultaneously, except for
observation 0206240401 (revolution 0819) where we only have PN data due to a
strong flaring event. We performed a careful step-by-step fitting procedure. First
we allowed the temperatures, absorptions, and strengths (i.e. normalization factors
within XSPEC) of the two components to vary freely, but we fixed the abundances
to solar (Anders & Grevesse 1989). The temperatures of the two components were
found to be constant with phase within their uncertainties; 0.6 keV for the first
component and 2.0 keV for the second component. This is consistent with previous
X-ray data of the system (Maeda et al. 1999). Therefore, we froze the temperatures
of each observation at those values. Adopting constant temperatures with phase as
we do here is consistent with a circular orbit and constant pre-shock wind speeds.
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Figure 3.1 Sample XMM-Newton EPIC spectrum from observation revolution num-
ber 2292. Green (PN), red (MOS2), and black (MOS1) coloring represents the dif-
ferent detectors within the EPIC instrument. The solid lines represent the model fit
to our data (see Section 3.3.1). We have also identified many of the strong emission
lines indicated by the vertical dashed lines.
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With fixed temperatures we then allowed abundances to vary, linking the abun-
dances of each individual element across the model components. This produces
only one abundance per element during the fitting. We allowed one abundance to
vary at a time while holding all others constant in the following order: nitrogen (N),
silicon (Si), sulfur (S), neon (Ne), magnesium (Mg), carbon (C), oxygen (O), and
iron (Fe). We found the abundance of N to be about three times solar and constant
with phase within uncertainties (abundances are in the XSPEC format: relative to
hydrogen relative to solar). Therefore, we froze it at that value before moving on
to the next element. Similarly, we found the Si, S, and Ne abundances for all of the
spectra were solar within errors, so we froze them at 1.0. Magnesium was found
to be slightly higher than solar and was frozen at 1.5. Both C and O were found to
be comparable with a null value, so we set them to 0.0, while we found Fe to be
just slightly lower than solar (0.8). These values are consistent with the Fauchez
et al. (2011) results but are significantly different from the abundances found by
Bhatt et al. (2010) because their complex model had many free parameters. Figure
3.1 shows a sample spectrum and model fit for one of our EPIC observations (rev-
olution 2292) where we have also identified many of the strong emission lines and
their approximate energies.
After we completed the abundance fitting, the only free parameters left were
the normalization and additional absorption columns (see Table 3.4). As we are
dealing with a circular orbit, the stellar separation does not change as a function of
orbital phase. Therefore, the intrinsic emission from V444 Cyg should be constant
with phase. However, we allow the normalization parameters, which reflect the
emission measure and therefore the intrinsic X-ray flux from the system, to vary to
probe the occurrence of orientation effects such as photoelectric absorption by wind
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material and occultation. Therefore, we display these parameters (normalization
and absorption columns) in Figure 3.2 graphically. The absorption of the 0.6 keV
component stays relatively constant at a low value (see column 5 of Table 3.4).
This suggests that the soft emission arises in the far regions of the stellar winds of
the two stars, especially the WN wind. The slight increase in absorption between
phases 0.22 and 0.6 is due to the O star wind’s intrinsic emission becoming visible
when the WN wind is no longer absorbing that emission in our line of sight (see
Section 3.3.2). As expected, the absorption of the hotter component is strongest
when the WN star and its wind are in front of the wind collision region (phase 0.0).
In contrast, the absorption of the 2.0 keV component is weakest when the X-ray
source is seen through the more tenuous O star wind. This occurs during a long
interval between phases 0.25 and 0.75, suggesting a large opening angle for the
bow shock (see Section 3.4). In general, the fluxes in Table 3.4 also roughly follow
the light curves of the system (see Section 3.3.2).
In addition to the above spectral fitting, we divided observation 0692810401
(2272) into two separate spectra due the large change in count rate over the course
of the observation (see Figures 3.3 and 3.4). The observation was divided at phase
0.624 (2272 1 before, 2272 2 after) and we performed spectral fitting to the two
resulting spectra. We started our fitting process with the best fit from the total ob-
servation, keeping the same temperatures and abundances that were found to be
constant on a global level (see previous paragraph). Therefore, the only free pa-
rameters were the normalization and absorption columns (see Table 3.4 and Figure
3.2) which agree with the total 2272 observation and the overall normalization and
column density trends.
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3.4.2 XMM-Newton and Swift Light Curves
To examine the behavior of the X-ray count rate with phase, we extracted light
curves for each of the XMM-Newton observations for the soft (0.4-2.0 keV), hard
(2.0-10.0 keV), and total (0.4-10.0 keV) bands. We display these light curves in
Figures 3.3 and 3.4, with Swift observations in the same bands overplotted. We
converted the Swift count rates into XMM-Newton equivalent count rates in all the
energy bands using the WebPIMMS software package. These represent the most
complete X-ray light curves of the V444 Cyg system to date. Additionally, they
are the first light curves to resolve the system’s eclipses (phase 0.0 and 0.55) which
allows us to place important constraints on the size and location of the X-ray emit-
ting region (see Section 3.4). XMM-Newton light curves for each observation were
binned at 2 ks. Bins with a fractional exposure less than 0.5 were removed due
to low signal. We also cleaned our light curves by filtering out points with back-
grounds higher than 0.02 cts s 1 (PN) and 0.01 cts s 1 (MOS) for the soft band,
0.012 cts s 1 (PN) and 0.007 cts s 1 (MOS) for the hard band, and 0.025 cts s 1
(PN) and 0.015 cts s 1 (MOS) for the total band. This causes us to filter out all
the PN data from observations 0692810601 (revolution 2275) and 0206240401
(revolution 0819) in the hard band. In addition, the MOS data from observation
0206240401 (revolution 0819) are not shown in any band because they were lost
due to a strong flaring event. The total band light curve (Figures 3.3 and 3.4) is a
combination of the hard and soft bands. We describe the behaviors of each individ-
ual band below.
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Figure 3.2 Normalization (top) and absorption column density (nH; bottom; y axis
is log scale) parameters found during our spectral fitting of the XMM-Newton ob-
servations as a function of phase. Circles (0.6 keV component) and squares (2.0
keV component) represent the two different model components. In the case of ob-
servation 2272, we split the observation at phase 0.624 as well as fitting the whole
observation (see Section 3.3.1). Diamonds (open=0.6 keV, closed=2.0 keV) rep-
resent the two data sets derived from this split. Points are plotted in phase at the
midpoint of each observation. Dotted vertical lines represent phases 0.0, 0.5, and
1.0. All data have been wrapped in phase so that more than one complete cycle is
shown.
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Figure 3.3 X-ray count rates from the Swift (black crosses), XMM-Newton MOS1
(diamonds), and MOS2 (squares) observations discussed in Section 3.3.2. Col-
ors indicated data from different XMM-Newton observations: revolution number
0814=brown; 0818=green; 0819=blue; 0823=red; 0827=light blue; 0895=yellow;
2272=purple; 2275=dark blue; 2283=dark green; and 2292=pink. Swift data have
been converted into an XMM-Newton count rate using the WebPIMMS software
package. From top: Count rate in the soft (0.4-2.0 keV), hard (2.0-10.0 keV), and
total (0.4-10.0 keV) bands versus phase. All data have been wrapped in phase so
that more than one complete cycle is shown. The dotted vertical lines represent
phases 0.0, 0.5, and 1.0.
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Figure 3.4 Same as Figure 3.3 but for the XMM-Newton PN camera.
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The Swift observations are consistent with the XMM-Newton data in all bands.
Additionally, where the XMM-Newton data overlap they show good agreement with
each other despite the fact that data sets were taken during different orbits of the
system, sometimes separated by several years (for example revolutions 2292 and
0818 overlap, and 0814 appears to follow the same trend 2292 does in the soft
band). This is particularly evident near phases 0.0 and 0.5 where observations from
different orbits and years would be indistinguishable from each other if it weren’t
for our color coding in Figures 3.3 and 3.4. At some level the behavior in the
system is phase-locked despite there being obvious short term stochastic variations
that presumably will not repeat.
In the soft band light curve, the minimum count rate occurs between phases
0.1 and 0.2 while the data show a maximum near phase 0.63 (see top panels of
Figures 3.3 and 3.4). The PN data have a higher count rate than the MOS data
due to the higher sensitivity of the PN camera to soft X-rays. The increase from
minimum to maximum and the decrease from maximum to minimum appears to be
smooth; however the count rate increases at a much slower rate as it approaches
phase 0.63 than it decreases after the peak which may indicate that the leading
shock edge is brighter than the trailing edge. However, the decline is only partially
observed. It is obvious that important regions of the light curve have not yet been
observed. The features seen in the soft light curve are related to the absorption
behavior of the soft component in the spectral fits (see Figure 3.2 and Section 3.3.1).
The phases which suffer the strongest absorption are indeed those when theWN star
and its wind are in front; they are also the phases at which the soft count rate is the
lowest. More of the soft X-rays can escape the winds of the system when the O star
and its wind are in front in our line of sight due to that wind’s lower absorption.
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Indeed, the spectral fits show that the absorption of the hard component remains
relatively constant between 0.25 and 0.75, despite the large variation in the soft
count rate. This can be understood by considering the emission intrinsically linked
to the O star wind. When the WN star is in front, the intrinsic X-ray emission from
the O star wind is absorbed by the WN wind, but when the O star is in front its
intrinsic emission becomes visible. This explains the increase in the normalization
of the first component in the 0.25 to 0.75 phase interval (see Figure 3.2) from our
spectral fits and the increase in the soft band count rate (see Figures 3.3 and 3.4).
Moreover, the asymmetry of the soft light curve can only be due to distortion from
Coriolis deflection of the shock cone. Different amounts of the O star wind are
visible at different phases, but maximum visibility is not at phase 0.5 because of this
distortion. We discuss the interplay between the emission and absorption behavior
of the system more in Section 3.4.2.
The hard band light curves (middle panels of Figures 3.3 and 3.4) feature two
eclipses, one centered on phase 0.0 (hereafter primary eclipse) and a second cen-
tered on phase 0.55 (hereafter secondary eclipse). Although, there also appears to
be a fair amount of stochastic variability around theses phases as well which may
be due to instabilities. The primary eclipse appears to be symmetric. However, the
secondary eclipse is asymmetric; it starts at approximately phase 0.47 but ends at
phase 0.63, and the system enters secondary eclipse more quickly than it recovers
from it. Additionally, the system appears to enter the secondary eclipse at a higher
count rate than that to which it recovers. Since the hard X-rays likely come from
the higher temperature gas and the eclipses of the gas occur near the same phases
as the optical eclipses, this behavior can be explained by the stars physically oc-
culting the hot plasma in and around the stagnation point. However, this range is
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bigger than the size of the O star in phase (approximately 0.1) so either the hard
X-ray emitting region is large and never fully eclipsed (which is consistent with
the count rate never dropping to zero) or the O-star wind is also responsible for a
portion of the eclipse (in which case the count rate may never drop to zero because
photons at these energies re not as readily absorbed within winds; see Marchenko et
al. 1997 and Kurosawa et al. 2001). The asymmetry in the eclipse near phase 0.55
can then be explained by the position of the emitting region, which is not on the
line of centers connecting the two stars due to Coriolis distortion (see Section 3.4.1
for the implications of the location of the hard X-ray emitting region). Combining
this information with the shape of the eclipses (a deep and long primary eclipse)
suggests that the primary WN star appears larger than what is suggested by visual
and ultraviolet light curve analysis due its dense wind creating a ‘wind eclipse’ in
addition to a stellar eclipse (Cherepashchuk et al. 1984, St.-Louis et al. 1993).
Observations 0692810601 (revolution number 2275; dark blue in Figures 3.3
and 3.4) and 0206240701 (0827; light blue) appear to have a variable count rate
that is not part of the global light curve shape. We caution that the validity of some
of these features remains unknown because the uncertainties of these measurements
are similar in size to the change in count rate over the course of the observations.
Additionally, observation 0206240801 (revolution 0895) has what looks like an
emission spike that could cause us to underestimate the length of the secondary
eclipse. We did remove a flare from this observation and therefore, it is possible
that the flare may not have been completely excised causing the observed spike.
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3.4.3 Optical Polarimetry
Continuum polarization light curves show phase-dependent variations that can-
not be completely described by the standard, sinusoidal, ‘BME’-type behavior ex-
pected from binary stars (Brown et al. 1978, St.-Louis et al. 1993). Differences
from that behavior near secondary eclipse indicate a deviation of the WN star’s
wind from spherical symmetry due to the orbital motion of the system. However,
the polarization of the emission lines has yet to be studied. Therefore, we took
advantage of the spectropolarimetric nature of the HPOL data to investigate the po-
larization behavior of the strongest emission lines in the optical regime. Figure 3.5
shows a sample polarization spectrum produced by taking the error-weighted mean
of the four HPOL@PBO observations between phases 0.6 and 0.75 (see Table 3.3),
binning the resulting stacked spectrum to 25A˚ , and identifying many of the major
emission lines. Even though we only show one averaged spectrum here, there is
phase-dependent variability in both the continuum polarization and emission lines
(Robert et al. 1989, St.-Louis et al. 1993).
In order to calculate the polarization in the HeII 4686, H, and NIV 7125
emission lines, we used the flux equivalent width (EW) method described by Hoff-
man et al. (1998). Line polarization values calculated with this method are intrinsic
to the system and include no interstellar polarization (ISP) or instrumental effects.
This is because when we subtract the continuum polarization from the polarization
in the line region, ISP and instrumental effects, which contribute to both the line
and continuum, are automatically removed. The choice of regions from which to
estimate the continuum is important because the ISP does have some wavelength
dependence, and because the inclusion of a polarized line in a continuum region
will skew the polarization calculated for the line of interest. Therefore, we chose
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Figure 3.5 Error-weighted mean polarization spectrum for HPOL@PBO observa-
tions between phases 0.6 and 0.75. From top: relative flux, percent polarization,
and position angle (degrees) versus wavelength. Grey dashed lines indicate identi-
fied emission lines. The polarization and position angle data have been binned to
25A˚ . Error bars shown are the average polarization and position angle errors for
the spectrum.
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Figure 3.6 Relative total flux spectrum from the observation conducted with
HPOL@Ritter on 2012 Oct 22. Grey boxes mark the line and continuum regions
used to calculate the line polarization using the flux EW method (see Section 3.3.3)
for every observation. Each calculation uses the first continuum region on the red
and blue side of the line region.
continuum regions that appear to have no emission or absorption features in our
total or polarized spectra. Figure 3.6 shows the continuum and line regions we used
in our calculations.
In the case of the HeII 4686 line we chose a line region that includes not only
the HeII 4686 line but also the NV 4604 4620 doublet, and the HeII 4542 and
HeI 4471 lines since they are blended with each other in our spectra. This makes
it more difficult to determine which line is responsible for any phase-dependent
polarization behavior; however, it allows us to ensure we include all spectral regions
which may be contributing to any variations. Similarly, the NIV 7125 line (Figure
3.8) has many absorption and emission lines around it, but we were able to define
a line region that includes the line core without other stray lines and appropriate
continuum regions. In the case of the H line (Figure 3.9) we were able to define
line and continuum regions more easily than the other lines.
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Photospheric absorption in the O star is an important source of line profile vari-
ations observed in total light (Marchenko et al. 1997, Flores et al. 2001). If we
do not correct for this unpolarized absorption we remove too much continuum po-
larization from our observations. Marchenko et al. (1997) removed an absorption
component from their HeII 4686 profile data by approximating the O-star absorp-
tion as a Gaussian line profile with a full width at half maximum (FWHM) of 6.0
A˚ and an EW of 1.0 A˚. The same authors estimate an absorption profile for the HeI
4471 line as a Gaussian with a FWHM of 6.0A˚ and an EW of 0.25 A˚. While we
do not know the EW of the NV doublet that is also blended with the HeII 4686
line, we corrected for an underlying unpolarized absorption component using a to-
tal EW of 2 A˚ . This corrects for the absorption due to the He lines (1.25 A˚ total)
while estimating a total absorption equivalent width of 0.75 A˚ for the N doublet.
We found that the corrected line polarization values were not significantly different
from the uncorrected values. Similarly, we find that for the H line, corrections on
the order of half the total EW need to be made before the corrected values differ
from the uncorrected by more than their uncertainties. This is significantly larger
than the absorption EWs estimated for O stars (Kurucz et al. 1974; 2A˚). Therefore,
in the rest of this paper we present only the uncorrected data for all lines.
Figures 3.7-3.9 show the phase-dependent polarization behavior for the HeII
4686, NIV 7125, and H lines (see Table 3.5). While it is possible for emission
lines to be unpolarized in Wolf-Rayet systems (Harries et al. 1998), we do not be-
lieve this is the case for V444 Cyg. If the lines are intrinsically unpolarized, then
they should show the same variation with phase as the continuum polarization (see
for example St-Louis et al. 1993). However, the phase-dependent behavior of these
three lines is not consistent with the broadband polarimetric behavior found by St.-
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Louis et al. (1993) and Robert et al. (1989). This indicates that the extra emission
in these lines is polarized differently than the light in the surrounding continuum.
This inconsistency also rules out the possibility that the lines are polarized the same
amount as the continuum. Because the stars are hot, we expect that electron scatter-
ing is the dominant polarizing mechanism in the system for both line and continuum
light. Thus, the differing phase variations imply that light in the emission line form,
scatter, and/or become eclipsed differently than does light in the continuum. Ana-
lyzing these variations can help us further constrain the geometry of the emission
and scattering regions in V444 Cyg.
Table 3.5: HPOL Line Polarization Stokes Parameters
Phase % Q % U % Error
H
0.790 -1.5110 -2.4579 0.9408
0.583 -0.0306 0.1236 0.9911
0.185 -1.4468 2.1103 0.8538
0.363 -0.5154 -0.2944 0.7267
0.878 -1.0984 0.7828 1.0322
0.252 -0.0926 0.2813 0.9119
0.747 -1.6390 -0.2771 0.6717
0.708 0.2388 -1.6601 1.0027
0.153 4.9108 0.9717 2.5127
0.426 -0.6828 -0.6338 1.5643
0.872 1.0321 0.4674 1.2103
0.978 -0.8630 1.2595 1.3337
0.702 1.3809 -1.5241 1.5728
0.212 -0.7050 0.2555 1.1458
0.766 ... ... ...
0.004 ... ... ...
Continued on Next Page. . .
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Table 3.5 – Continued
Phase % Q % U % Error
0.971 ... ... ...
0.683 -0.1010 -0.4941 0.1913
0.692 ... ... ...
0.265 ... ... ...
HeII 4686
0.790 0.0654 -0.1774 0.2992
0.583 -1.0061 -1.4650 0.3212
0.185 0.0068 0.4654 0.3375
0.363 0.3231 -0.7084 0.2973
0.878 -0.6105 -0.4702 0.3845
0.252 1.4296 -0.3627 0.4441
0.747 0.0549 -0.4787 0.3698
0.708 -0.1982 -0.2855 0.4866
0.153 0.9262 0.0591 0.7414
0.426 1.1650 -1.5495 0.4584
0.872 -0.2664 0.9080 0.5495
0.978 0.5983 -0.0933 0.5676
0.702 0.3399 0.1109 0.7363
0.212 0.7282 -1.0072 0.5716
0.766 2.9451 -1.6647 0.5953
0.004 1.4648 0.2450 0.8573
0.971 -1.0586 -1.3001 0.7125
0.683 0.1301 0.1954 0.3585
0.692 0.7285 -0.8648 0.6236
0.265 0.1316 -0.1312 0.3755
NIV 7125
0.790 -0.6922 -0.6771 0.7119
0.583 -0.9406 0.0248 0.5935
0.185 0.2097 1.1375 0.5768
0.363 -0.7041 -0.8975 0.7494
0.878 0.9202 -0.0931 0.6354
0.252 -0.4877 0.3206 0.7898
Continued on Next Page. . .
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Table 3.5 – Continued
Phase % Q % U % Error
0.747 -0.0859 0.4593 0.5554
0.708 -0.6661 -0.0959 0.7179
0.153 3.1580 2.5385 1.5831
0.426 -1.2326 -1.3260 1.2366
0.872 1.9333 0.5301 0.9724
0.978 -0.3639 1.1728 0.9390
0.702 0.2433 -1.6902 1.4111
0.212 -1.7630 1.8021 0.9190
0.766 ... ... ...
0.004 ... ... ...
0.971 ... ... ...
0.683 0.2929 -0.1404 0.0887
0.692 ... ... ...
0.265 ... ... ...
Since the HeII 4686 emission line shows little phase dependence in the Stokes
Q parameter, we calculated the error-weighted position angle of this line (168 
0:2) and rotated the data to this angle. We do not interpret this angle as an intrinsic
axis for the system; there is a high amount of scatter in the polarization position
angle of the HeII 4686 line. Rather, a rotation by this angle allows us to place all
of the polarization variation in the resulting projected Stokes U parameter (% Up),
since the projected Stokes Q averages to zero. In the rest of this section, we discuss
the polarization behavior of the HeII 4686 line in terms of %Up only. We rotated
the NIV 7125 line to 145:40:2 for the same reasons, with the same caveat that
this angle is not necessarily intrinsic to the system. In the case of the H line, both
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Figure 3.7 Data points represent the HeII 4686 emission line polarization from
HPOL@PBO (open squares) and HPOL@Ritter (filled squares). From top: pro-
jected % Qp Stokes parameter and projected % Up Stokes parameter versus phase.
The solid horizontal lines surrounded by grey rectangles mark the error-weighted
mean % Up and % Qp with uncertainties for the phase regions for which they are
over plotted. Dotted vertical lines represent phases 0.0, 0.5, and 1.0. Dotted hori-
zontal lines mark zero in % Qp and % Up.
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Figure 3.8 Same as Figure 3.7, but for the NIV 7125 line. Stokes parameters are
rotated to 145:4.
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Figure 3.9 Same as Figure 3.7, but for the H line. Stokes parameters are unrotated.
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Stokes parameters remain zero within uncertainties, but deviate from that behavior
for a limited number of observations. We therefore do not rotate these data.
After rotation, the HeII 4686 % Qp (Figure 3.7) remains positive for the first
half of the light curve, but scatters around zero more evenly during the second half.
The % Up shows variations on the same level (on the order of 2%) however, it
has a phase dependence. Points between phases 0.6 and 1.0 have a larger scatter
than the rest of the light curve, while observations near secondary eclipse have a
lower % Up than the rest of the light curve. The HeII 4686 % Up has a phase-
locked polarization behavior associated with the phases that have a low 2.0 keV
component absorption behavior from the X-ray spectral fitting (see Figure 3.2). To
quantify this, we calculated the error-weighted mean % Up for the phase regions
0.30 to 0.75, and 0.75 to 1.30. The same region in phase that has a low 2 keV
absorption has a lower average % Up ( 0:703  0:142) than the rest of the light
curve ( 0:193  0:133), a discrepancy of nearly 2-sigma. The % Qp averages for
those same phase intervals overlap within uncertainties (0:056  0:142 for phases
0.30-0.75; 0:320 0:133 for phases 0.75 to 1.30).
The NIV 7125 shows a similar behavior to the HeII 4686 line (see Figure
3.8); the % Up values for this line are predominately negative for a similar range in
phases as the low 2 keV component absorption feature (Figure 3.2) and is positive
or zero for other phases. However, the % Qp values are negative in the 0.3 to 0.6
phase range, but scatter equally about zero at other phases. A similar analysis shows
the error-weighted mean % Up for observations between 0.3 and 0.75 in phase is
significantly lower ( 0:139  0:085), than the rest of the cycle (0:579  0:279),
while the average % Qp for these two regions overlap (0:228  0:085 for phases
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0.30-0.75; 0:110 0:279 for phases 0.75 to 1.30). Again, this is similar to the HeII
4686 result.
To directly compare the behavior of the two lines, we smoothed our polarization
data by calculating the error-weighted mean unrotated %Q and %U for bins of
width 0.1 in phase (Figure 3.10) and found that these two lines show similar trends.
The %U values are more positive near phase 0.0 and first quadrature (phase 0.25)
than around phase 0.5 while after secondary eclipse they gradually trend toward
more positive values. In contrast, %Q remains relatively flat during the first half of
the orbit, while the variations in the second half are of a more stochastic nature.
Within the V444 Cyg system, the NIV should be located within the wind of the
WN star, and the HeII is largely in a shell of material around theWN star (see Figure
8 in Marchenko et al. 1997). If the shells of HeII 4686 and NIV 7125 around the
WN star are the scattering region for these lines and are spherically symmetric no
net polarization would be measured. However, in both cases we measure a phase
dependent polarization so these shells must be aspherical in some way. The WN
wind is much more dense than the O-star wind (Stevens et al. 1992, Hirv et al.
2006) and a cavity in the WN wind could effectively create an asymmetry.
The polarization behavior of a hole in the ejecta of Type Ia supernovae have pre-
viously been considered by Kasen et al. (2004). While the density profiles within
the model ejecta and hole are different than the winds and shock within V444 Cyg,
there are several important similarities between them. First the ejecta hole produces
a geometry resembling the shock structure within V444 Cyg. Additionally, the den-
sity of material within the hole is less than the other ejecta, which is analogous to
the O star wind within the boundaries of the shock being less dense than the WN
wind. Kasen et al. (2004) oriented their models such that all the polarization vari-
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Figure 3.10 Unrotated Stokes parameters for the HeII 4686 line (red dotted) and
NIV 7125 (black solid) data, binned to 0.1 in phase.
ations occurred in one Stokes parameter. They found that for viewing angles near
the axis of the hole, the polarization is negative, but it becomes more positive as the
viewing angle moves away from the hole. Because we rotated our line data (Figures
3.7 and 3.8) such that most of the polarization variation occurred in % U, we can
draw an analogy between these variations and those predicted by the ejecta-hole
model. In this analogy, the change in polarization behavior of our HeII 4686 and
NIV 7125 lines is due to the shock cone creating a ‘hole’ in their shells of mate-
rial around the WN star. As our viewing angle changes with phase, the changing
geometry of the incomplete shells causes the variations in polarization we observe.
In this picture, the ‘hole’ should correspond to phases near secondary eclipse and
is consistent with the shock cone seen in the X-ray data creating a cavity in the
WN-star’s wind similar to a hole structure. The angle by which we rotated each
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line’s data thus corresponds to the geometrical offset between the orientation of the
shells in V444 Cyg and the orientation of Kasen et al. (2004)’s model. It is similar,
but not the same for the two lines. In addition, the trends in polarization with phase
differ between lines (Figure 3.10). If this simple picture is a good approximation of
the winds in V444 Cyg, these discrepancies may simply indicate that the shock is
a more complex structure than a simple cone. This is not the first time a cavity in
the WN wind has been considered with respect to the phase dependent polarization
behavior of the system. However, when Kurosawa et al. (2002) modeled the contin-
uum polarization with out needing effects from the O-star wind or the wind-wind
collision region. From their models, the WNwind is the only significant contributor
to the continuum polarization.
Unsurprisingly, our data do not exactly reproduce the trends in polarization with
viewing angle predicted by Kasen et al. (2004). One important difference is the
size of the opening angle of the shock/ejecta hole. Our shock likely has a very
large opening angle (see Sections 3.3.1 and 3.4.2), which means our viewing angle
remains closer to the edge of the hole than in Kasen’s models. In addition, although
we rotated our data in an attempt to confine the phase-locked polarization to one
Stokes parameter, both still display relatively large changes in % Qp (Figures 3.7
and 3.8). In the context of this model, this might indicate that at phases when
we do not see the shock and the hole, the WN wind appears elongated rather than
spherically shaped.
In contrast to the HeII 4686 and NIV 7125 lines, the H emission likely
comes from cooler regions around the system. Figure 3.9 shows that much of this
emission is unpolarized; both Stokes parameters are zero within uncertainties in
the majority of our observations. This suggests that either the scattering region for
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the H line is spherically symmetric or that the H line emission undergoes little
scattering in the system. The deviations from zero polarization do not appear to
have a phase-dependent behavior, which suggests that clumping of material within
the cooler regions of the system may be responsible for the variable polarization
which at times is nonzero (Li et al. 2009). Such clumps are likely transient and
unconnected to the orbital period of the system; thus, any polarization produced by
scattering in this clumpy wind should be stochastic as suggested in Figure 3.5 (Li
et al. 2009).
3.5 Discussion
The evidence for colliding winds within this system is undeniable (see Section
3.1) and suggests that the behavior we see in both the X-rays and polarimetry is due
to the distortion of the stellar winds due to the orbital motion of the stars, as well as
direct eclipse effects. Our X-ray light curves and spectra have several implications
for the geometry of the system. Below we discuss simple models of these data that
allow us to draw some basic conclusions about what their behavior means for the
V444 Cyg system. We adopt the following parameters in our models: a separation
of a = 35:97 R, stellar radii of RO6 = 6:85 R and RWN = 2:9 R, stellar
masses of MO6 = 28:4 M and MWN = 12:4 M, stellar mass loss rates of
_MO6 = 5:8  10 7 M yr 1 and _MWN = 6:76  10 6 M yr 1, and terminal
velocities of v1O6 = 1700 kms
 1 and v1WN = 2500 kms
 1 (Stevens et al. 1992,
Corcoran et al. 1996, Hirv et al. 2006, Eris¸ & Ekmekc¸i 2011). We do not calculate
formal uncertainties on our models’ outputs because of their simplicity; it is clear a
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more sophisticated treatment of the system is needed, which we plan to address in
a future paper.
All our models assume a 90 inclination angle while the V444 Cyg system’s
actual inclination angle is i = 78:3  0:4 (Eris¸ & Ekmekc¸i 2011). As such, our
models are two dimensional which greatly simplifies the calculations. However, we
note that the compactness of the system is high, so that this is likely to be a good
approximation in most respects.
3.5.1 Modeling the Hard X-ray Light Curve
In Section 3.3.2 we suggest that the variability of the hard X-ray light curve
(see Figures 3.3 and 3.4) is due to the stars physically occulting hot plasma in and
around the stagnation point. We used a simple model in order to investigate this
possibility. The goal of this analysis is to determine the location of the material
responsible for the hard X-ray emission relative to the two stars.
Our simple model consists of a hard X-ray emitting region which we moved
to different locations within the system in order to match the eclipse locations in
phase, the slopes of the ingress and egress of eclipses, and the eclipse duration.
The whole system, both stars and the hard X-ray emitting region, rotates about
the system’s center of mass, which we calculated using the separation and stellar
masses quoted above. We placed initial constraints on the location of the hot plasma
by only considering the areas within the system that are eclipsed at both phase 0.0
and phase 0.55. These areas are shown as a hatched region in Figure 3.11. We
divided this region into slices that were one solar radius in width and the full height
of the region. In order to produce a light curve, we assumed that each unit area of
the slice contributes equally to the total flux, which we normalized to a value of one
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when the slice is not eclipsed. This causes us to lose the same percentage of flux
as area of the slice being eclipsed at any phase. We assumed that each slice in turn
was the X-ray emitting region in order to construct a light curve for each scenario.
We then compared our resulting light curves with the actual hard X-ray light curves
(Figures 3.3 and 3.4) to determine which slice best reproduces the observed data.
The slice that produces the best fit to the XMM-Newton hard X-ray light curve
(Figures 3.3 and 3.4) is located 5 R away from the center of mass on the WN
star side, but is not centered on the line connecting the centers of the stars. This
region is marked by a solid (black plus grey areas) rectangle in Figure 3.11 and
produces the black dotted light curve in Figure 3.12. The location of hard X-ray
emitting region implies that the wind momentum ratio for a pure hydrodynamic
ram-pressure balance in the system is  = 0:67. The actual wind momentum ratio
is  = 0:058 (Usov 1992; using the parameters listed above) which implies that
radiative forces within the system are very important.
The best fit light curve in Figure 3.12 qualitatively matches many key charac-
teristics of the observed hard X-ray light curves (Figures 3.3 and 3.4). In particular,
the modeled secondary eclipse has the same asymmetry as the observed eclipse; the
ingress is shorter than the egress. Additionally, the minimum in our modeled light
curve is centered on phase 0.55. This is the same phase at which the hard X-ray
light curve (Figures 3.3 and 3.4) has a minimum. The modeled secondary eclipse
also begins at the same phase (0.45) as the eclipse in the XMM-Newton data.
Our best-fit slice creates a light curve that differs from the hard X-ray light curve
in several ways. First the secondary eclipse lasts longer than it should; it does not
return to a non-eclipse value until phase 0.72, 0.1 in phase later than the XMM-
Newton hard X-ray light curves. Also, the primary eclipse is much too short and
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Region Eclipsed by 
WN at Phase 0.0
WN O6
Region Eclipsed by 
O6 at Phase 0.55
Phase 0.75
Phase 0.25
Figure 3.11 Sketch of the geometry of the V444 Cyg system we used in our hard
X-ray modeling. The system is viewed from a polar perspective. Dashed lines
denote theWN star’s shadow at phase 0.0, while dot-dashed lines indicate the region
eclipsed by the O star at phase 0.55. The hatched area represents the region of
the system occulted during both eclipses. The black dot indicates the center of
mass of the system, calculated using the parameters given in Section 3.4. The
solid shaded rectangle (black plus grey areas) within the area occulted during both
eclipses indicates the region we found to be responsible for the hard X-ray emission
using our model (see Section 3.4.1).
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Figure 3.12 Hard X-ray light curve produced using our best fit-model described in
Section 3.4.1. The dashed vertical lines represent phases 0.0, 0.5, and 1.0. The
data have been wrapped so that more than one complete cycle is shown. The black
dots show the modeled light curve using the parameters stated in Section 3.4 and an
emitting slice from Figure 3.11 that includes both black and grey rectangles. The
red line represents the light curve produced by only the grey rectangle, while the
blue asterisks use the grey region and an enlarged WN star (see Section 3.4.1).
is not centered about phase 0.0. We can begin to solve some of these problems by
adjusting our model parameters. If we shorten our hard X-ray slice to only the grey
region of Figure 3.11 (black region removed), the secondary eclipse recovers to a
non-eclipse value by phase 0.68 while still retaining a minimum centered around
phase 0.55, an eclipse start at approximately phase 0.45, and the correct asymmetry
in enter and exit times (see the red line in Figure 3.12).
In Section 3.3.2 we point out that the depth and duration of the hard X-ray
eclipses suggest that the WN star has an apparent radius larger than the value ob-
tained from visual light curve analysis due to its dense wind (Cherepashchuk et al.
1984, St.-Louis et al. 1993). Using the WN stellar radius listed above, our simple
model does not produce a primary eclipse long enough to match what is seen in
Figures 3.3 and 3.4. We do not try to make an estimate of the apparent size of the
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WN star (WR star plus the dense wind region causing the wind eclipse) based on
these data but, we do note that making the WN star larger, allowing us to take into
account the dense wind region causing the wind eclipse, will lengthen the eclipse
around phase 0.0 in our simple model. However, it will not cause the eclipse to be
centered around phase 0.0 as seen in the hard X-ray light curves. The blue aster-
isks in Figure 3.12 show the effects on our model light curve if the WN star has an
apparent radius of 8.7 R, three times our original adopted size.
3.5.2 Modeling the Absorption of the Hard Component
In Section 3.3.1 we discuss the possibility of a wide opening angle for the
shock. We explored this further by using a model to calculate the density of mate-
rial summed over different lines of sight which correspond to phases. Because the
amount of X-ray light absorbed is proportional to density, we can use this model
to match the phase-dependent behavior of the absorption parameter we derived for
the 2.0 keV spectral fit component (Figure 3.2). With these models, we aim to re-
produce three different features of the absorption curve: the long, low absorption
column density that runs from approximately phase 0.27 to phase 0.75, the decrease
to the low absorption column density, and the slopes of the ingress and egress of the
long, low region (phases 0.05 to 0.3 and 0.75 to 0.05; Figure 3.2). We do not try to
match the exact column density determined through the spectral fitting; rather, we
try to best match the general trends listed above.
We placed the peak of our shock cone where the line of centers of the two
stars in the system intersects the location of the hard X-ray emitting region (Section
3.4.1 and Figure 3.11). Therefore it is located 15.9 R from the O star and 20.0
R from the WN star. For simplicity, we did not offset the peak above or below the
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line connecting the centers of the stars despite finding that the hard X-ray emitting
region is likely not symmetric about the line of centers (Section 3.4.1). We varied
the opening angle of the shock and location of its edges by changing the angles 
(between 25 and 105) and  (between 25 and 90) independently in Figure 3.13
in 5 steps. We assumed a 90 inclination angle for simplicity and summed the
density from the peak of the shock cone out to ten times the orbital separation of
the stars using the following equation
density =
10RX
i=0
_M
4r2i v
1 (1  Rri )
using 1 R steps for sight lines around the binary that correspond to different
phases. We use the mass loss rate, radius, and terminal velocity that correspond
to the O star for phases where we are looking within the shock cone, and the same
values for the WN star for all other phases.
Figure 3.14 shows the model that best reproduces (based on a 2 approach)
the features of the 2.0 keV absorption column density from Section 3.3.1. It re-
produces the long region of low density between phases 0.3 and 0.75 and gives a
higher density outside of those phases. Therefore, the overall global trend is well
reproduced. However, our model has peaks for sight lines that pass near the surface
of both stars. This is acceptable for the phase regions where the WN star’s wind
dominates the absorption behavior because it produces a peak in the density near
the highest column density. However, this behavior is not seen around phase 0.5
but is in our model. Additionally, our model does not produce the dip in column
density seen near phase 0.6. In our best fit model the angles  and  are 90 and 70
respectively. This large shock opening angle is necessary to produce the long, low
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Phase 0.0 Phase 0.5
Phase 0.25
Phase 0.75
β
α
Phase 0.53
Figure 3.13 Polar view sketch of the geometry used for the absorption model. The
dashed line represents the line of centers between the two stars. The dot marks the
system’s center of mass. The grey rectangle represents the hard X-ray emitting re-
gion from the best fit model in Section 3.4.1 (Figures 3.11 and 3.12). The two solid
lines represent the walls of the shock cone determined by our absorption modeling.
Our best-fitting values for the angles  and , measured from the line of centers
(dashed line), are 90 and 70 respectively. The dot-dash line indicates the shock
cone axis.
absorption between phases 0.3 and 0.75 seen in Figure 3.2. These angles are close
to identical because the absorption is fairly symmetric about phase 0.5. However,
as we mentioned before, the absorption is not enough to understand the changes in
the soft light curve (Section 3.3.2) since many factors, including the O star wind
being an additional source of soft X-rays, are at play within the system.
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Figure 3.14 Wind density (summed from the center of mass of the system out to ten
times the orbital separation) as a function of phase from the best-fit model described
in Section 3.4.2. Phases between 0.95–0.05, and 0.37–0.63 are automatically placed
at zero density so we do not have to sum through a star. The geometry we used for
this model is shown in Figure 3.13. Qualitatively, this result can be compared with
Figure 3.2.
3.5.3 Preliminary Polarization Modeling
The polarization observed from the V444 Cyg system is quite complex. In order
to properly model the system, several different components need to be taken into
account. First, because the system is a binary there should be the normal BME-
type variations (Brown et al. 1978). This is complicated by polarization created by
electron scattering in the ionized shock and a distortion of the winds from spherical
symmetry (St.-Louis et al. 1993). We have conducted preliminary radiative transfer
modeling to determine the contribution to the polarization from electron scattering
in the shock using a Wilkin-type model (Wilkin 2000). In this case we assumed
the WN star’s wind is like a dense interstellar medium moving at v1WN = 2500 km
s 1 and that the standoff distance between the shock and the O star is the distance
implied by the location of the stagnation point from the hard X-ray models (see Sec-
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tion 3.4.1). This preliminary work suggests that polarization from the shock alone
cannot explain the observed line polarization because it does not predict a polariza-
tion of more than 0.1%. However, the result that at least a portion of the polarization
is caused by scattering in the shock further suggests that radiative forces are impor-
tant in V444 Cyg since photons are interacting with the shock material. If radiative
breaking or inhibition were not important we would find no net polarization from
the shock since photons would not be interacting and scattering with that material.
The remainder of the polarization is likely due to scattering within the WN wind
which is distorted due to the orbital motion of the system and the cavity described in
Section 3.3.3. We are continuing to refine this model to account for eclipse effects,
density enhancements within the wind and shock, and emission from sources other
than the O star (where our current model assumes it arises) and will report findings
in a future contribution. However, we caution that linear line polarization can also
be caused by magnetic fields as a secondary effect to circular polarization. Since
HPOL cannot measures the Stokes V parameter we cannot completely rule out that
effect.
3.5.4 Comparison with Other Observational Estimates and The-
oretical Predictions
The expected value of the shock half-angle with no radiative inhibition or brak-
ing can be calculated using Equation 3 from Eichler & Usov (1993):
 ' 2:1
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where  =
_MO6V
1
O6
_MWNV
1
WR
' 0:058 using the system parameters listed above. This gives
us a half-opening angle of approximately 42 similar to the estimates of (Shore &
Brown 1988; 40). This is significantly smaller than the half-opening angle we
found for the shock using our simple model (approximately 80; Section 3.4.2).
However, our larger value agrees with earlier observational estimates. Flores et
al. (2001) find a similar shock opening angle of 70 using the HeII 4686 line,
while Marchenko et al. (1994) initially found an opening angle between 82 and
108 using absorption features in a HeI line and later refined this estimate to 50-
60 (Marchenko et al. 1997). Additionally, in their 1997 analysis, Marchenko et al.
suggest that one of the bow shock arms crosses our line of sight near phase 0.73.
This is very close to when our model suggests a bow shock arm crosses our line of
sight (phase 0.75) and further supports the large opening angle interpretation.
Gayley et al. (1997) considered V444 Cyg in their investigation of radiative
braking, where the WN star wind may be decelerated through interactions with
radiation originating from the O-star in the system. They find that this can signifi-
cantly affect both the location and opening angle of the shock. In a case of strong
raditative braking, the opening angle of the shock can be large; for example, Figure
3c from Gayley et al. (1997) shows a case in which the interaction region between
the O and WN stars winds is nearly planar. Although this study assumed slightly
different parameters for the V444 Cyg system than ours, the large opening angle we
find is consistent with this result and may suggest that strong radiative inhibition or
braking is at work in this system. In fact, the results of more recent modeling work
that included relatively weak radiative braking (the WN wind still collides with
the O-star surface) are comparable to our findings (Pittard & Stevens 1999, Pittard
2002). The models have an opening angle of 120 (compared to our 160) and one
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of the bow shock arms crosses crosses our line of sight at phase 0.72 (we find phase
0.75).
Shore & Brown (1988) found that the projected shock axis should cross our line
of sight between phases 0.55 and 0.57, around the same phase as the O star’s eclipse
of the stagnation point (phase 0.55 from the hard X-ray light curve; Section 3.3.2).
Pittard & Stevens (1999) and Pittard (2002) find a similar skew angle (19) for the
shock cone which places the shock axis at about 0.553 in phase. Our absorption
model predicts a shock axis near phase 0.53 (Figure 3.13) which is not near the
phase where the peak in soft X-ray emission occurs. However, we made several
simplifying assumptions in our models, including straight shock cone walls, which
do not occur in reality. Proper modeling of the system will eliminate the use of
some of these simplifying assumptions.
Combining our data and model information together suggests that the stagnation
point is not located at the peak of the shock cone. It is possible that this is because
we made the assumption that the shock cone peak lies on the line of centers of the
two stars while we have shown that the stagnation point is not symmetric about this
line, i.e. if we allow the shock cone peak to be located off the line of centers there
may no longer be a difference between the phase location of the shock peak and the
stagnation point. However, our data alone suggests that they are likely not located
at the same position; the hard X-ray light curve’s secondary eclipse (phase 0.55,
Figures 3.3 and 3.4) does not occur in the exact middle of the long low absorption
feature (Figure 3.2). We expect that further future modeling will clear up this matter
by determining their locations in a more precise manner.
Modeling using radiative braking also suggests that the location of the stagna-
tion point is at 1:6R from the center of the O-star although we note that this result
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is from modeling that used slightly different system parameters from what we use
here (Gayley et al. 1997). Using our parameters, this gives a location very close
to the center of mass of the system (see Figures 3.11 and 3.13). In the case of no
or low radiative braking the WN star wind would collide directly with the O-star,
so while our stagnation point location is not formally consistent with that found in
Gayley et al. (1997) which is partially due to the small difference in system param-
eters, it still suggests that the WN star wind is strongly affected by radiation from
the O-star.
The use of appropriate stellar wind parameters for both stars in models is im-
portant to give adequate descriptions of the X-ray and polarimetric behaviors of the
system. Over the years a wide range in the wind parameters has been found for the
system. In our two X-ray models different mass loss rates and terminal velocities
would not significantly affect our results. The hard X-ray model is not dependent
on wind parameters since it considers eclipse effects only. However, the model of
the hard component’s absorption does depend on wind parameters. In this case, the
results are not effected because a higher (lower) mass loss rate would only increase
(decrease) the density we calculate and a faster (slower) terminal velocity would
decrease (increase) the calculated densities. Therefore, only the winds’ relative
densities would change (raising or lowering different sections of the curve in Fig-
ure 3.14). They do not affect the locations of the walls of the shock cone which is
what we are most interested in and are controlled by the  and  parameters within
our model. However, more complex X-ray models of the system will rely on ac-
curate determinations of the wind parameters. Polarimetric models also need these
to be accurately determined since they will affect the number of scatterers in each
star’s wind. Therefore, a dedicated investigation of these parameters is needed.
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3.6 Summary
We have presented a new data set of X-ray observations of V444 Cyg in the
0.4 to 10 keV energy range which we used to create the most complete set of X-
ray light curves of the system to date. Supporting polarimetric observations of the
system for several emission lines are also presented.
From our X-ray spectral fitting, we found the absorption of the cold component
to be low due to that emission forming in the winds of the system far from the stars.
Additionally, the normalization of the cold component increases when the O star is
in front because the intrinsic emission of the O star wind becomes visible. We found
the variation of the absorption of the hard component is due to the orientation of the
system; a higher absorption occurs when the WN star is in front and the duration of
the low absorption implies a wide shock opening angle.
Our polarization results suggest that the shock creates a cone of missing material
in the HeII and NIV shells around the WN star. Additionally, they are suggestive
of a large opening angle for the shock which is consistent with our X-ray spectral
analysis and shows radiative forces are present within the system.
We created X-ray light curves of the system in three energy bands: 0.4 to 2 keV,
2 to 10 keV, and 0.4 to 10 keV. We found the variation in the soft count rate to be
due to both a varying emission and varying absorption of the X-rays; when the less
dense wind (O star wind) is in front there is a higher count rate because of a lower
absorption of those photons. We have detected the effects of Coriolis distortion in
the V444 Cyg: we found an asymmetry in the variation of the soft count rate due
to the orbital motion of the system. Additionally, we found that the variations in
the hard X-ray light curve are due to physical eclipses of the stagnation point. The
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depth of the primary eclipse is explained by the wind of WN star in addition to the
star itself occulting the hard X-ray emitting region. We found the asymmetry of
the phase 0.55 eclipse of the hard count rate is due to the emitting region not lying
symmetrically about the line of centers of the two stars due to Coriolis distortion.
Our models of the hard X-ray light curve are consistent with this result. We also
modeled the absorption of the soft X-ray component from our spectral fits and found
the shock cone to be asymmetric about the line of centers as well.
Our results suggest that radiative braking plays an important role in both the
location and opening angle of the shock. We expect that future, more complete
modeling of our data sets and higher signal to noise spectropolarimetric observa-
tions will provide additional geometric and radiative insights into the V444 Cyg
system and other short period colliding wind systems like it.
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Chapter 4
RXTEMonitoring of the WR 140
Colliding Wind Binary
Jamie R. Lomax, Michael F. Corcoran, Andy M. T. Pollock, and Jennifer L. Hoff-
man (in prep.)
4.1 Abstract
We present results of light curve and spectral analysis from eleven years of X-
ray monitoring of theWR 140 system with the Rossi X-ray Timing Explorer in addi-
tion to compiling all existing optical spectropolarimetric observations of the system.
We find evidence for intrinsic hard X-ray emission from the system possibly due to
inverse Compton scattering. An alternate scenario in which the low-energy thermal
tail causes the observed hard X-rays is also considered. We find significant polari-
metric variability within two of the three existing data sets and argue that higher
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cadence polarimetric monitoring of the system, particularly in and around the next
periastron passage, is needed to better understand the formation of dust in WR 140.
4.2 Introduction
WR 140 is a massive, colliding wind binary made up of an evolved WC7 star
(19 M) and a more massive (50 M) O4-5 main-sequence companion (Marchenko
et al. 2003). The mass loss rates of both stars are high, 1:2 10 6 M yr 1 for the
O star and 3:8  10 5 M yr 1 for the WC star (Zhekov & Skinner 2000), while
the terminal velocities are similar, 3200 km s 1 for the O star and 2860 km s 1 for
the WC star (Zhekov & Skinner 2000), which causes a shock to form between the
two stars.
Its high eccentricity (0.88) and long period (7.9 years) (Marchenko et al. 2003)
are what make WR140 interesting; the system’s stellar separation varies anywhere
from 2 AU at periastron to 30 AU at apastron, and causes variations to be seen
in many wavelength regimes (Fahed et al. 2011, Dougherty et al. 2005, Taranova
& Shenavrin 2011). Episodic dust formation has been detected in the infrared
and observations also show periodic non-thermal radio emission from the system
(Dougherty &Williams 2000, Dougherty et al. 2005, Williams et al. 2009, Taranova
& Shenavrin 2011). These variations are tied to the changing characteristics of the
shocked gas caused by the orbit of WR 140. Therefore, studying the phase depen-
dence of the shock’s characteristics is extremely important in trying to understand
the mass loss of the WR 140 system.
WR 140 was first detected in X-rays by EXOSAT and has since been observed
by ASCA, XMM-Newton, Suzaku, and Chandra. As expected for a colliding wind
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binary with a high eccentricity, all of these observations show that the X-ray vari-
ability can be qualitatively explained by phase-locked variations in the emission
measure and absorbing wind column densities. The EXOSAT observations were the
first to reveal the strong absorption of X-rays when the WR star is in front (phase
0.008) compared to other phases (Williams et al. 1990). This was later confirmed
with the ASCA, XMM-Newton, Chandra, and Suzaku observations (Zhekov & Skin-
ner 2000, Pollock et al. 2005, De Becker et al. 2011, Sugawara et al. 2011). WR
140’s X-ray emission does not follow the expected inverse distance trend in any
set of observations near periastron passage (De Becker et al. 2011, Sugawara et al.
2011); in order to fully understand the shock properties more complex modeling of
the system is needed, including 3D hydrodynamical and radiative transfer models
(De Becker et al. 2011). Additionally, the Suzaku observations hint at high energy
X-ray emission from the system due to inverse Compton scattering (Sugawara et al.
2011). If confirmed with would be only the second colliding-wind binary for which
such emission has been detected.
Recently, high cadence X-ray monitoring of the WR 140 system was conducted
using the Rossi X-ray Timing Explorer (RXTE). The goal of these observations were
to study the X-ray flux variations in order to better understand the response of the
shock to changes in density (Corcoran et al. 2011). These observations have created
the fullest light curve of the system to date, and clearly show an absorption feature
when the WR wind is in front of the shock.
Schulte-Ladbeck et al. (1995) obtained the earliest polarimetric observations
of the WR 140 system. Their monitoring started in 1985 with seven observations
taken over three years with the Lyot instrument (Lupie & Nordsieck 1987, Whit-
ney & Clayton 1989, Nook et al. 1990) at Pine Bluff Observatory (PBO). They
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later continued monitoring efforts with the University of Wisconsin’s Half-Wave
Spectropolarimeter (HPOL) at the same observatory (Wolff et al. 1996). Starting in
1989 and continuing through 1993 they obtained an additional twelve observations.
Robert et al. (1990) also monitored WR 140 in both 1985 and 1986 and were able
to observe the system significantly more often than Schulte-Ladbeck et al. (1995).
Even though both monitoring campaigns resulted in poor coverage of a significant
portion of the total light curve, Schulte-Ladbeck et al. (1995) showed that the sys-
tem appeared to be more variable just after the 1985 periastron passage than before
the 1993 periastron passage and concluded that polarimetric variability is likely due
to scattering in dust blobs.
In order to gain new information about the dynamics within the shock, we use
the data from the RXTEmonitoring campaign to study the possibility of high energy
X-ray emission due to inverse Compton scattering originating from within the sys-
tem. Additionally, we combine all archival spectropolarimetric observations from
WR 140 into one light curve in an attempt to better understand the signatures seen
within those data. In the next sections of this paper we present the details of the
Rossi X-ray Timing Explorer (RXTE) monitoring and polarimetric observations of
the system (Section 4.3), discuss the results of those observations (Section 4.4),
and propose some interpretations of those data (Section 4.5). In Section 4.6 we
summarize our findings.
4.3 Observations
This study makes use of observations from two separate data sets. Our first
data set consists of a large number of X-ray spectral observations taken with RXTE
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(Corcoran et al. 2011). The second set consist of optical spectropolarimetric data
taken with the Lyot and HPOL instruments at the University of Wisconsin’s Pine
Bluff Observatory (PBO) from Schulte-Ladbeck et al. (1995). We combine these
data with archival polarimetric observations previously published by Robert et al.
(1990).
We calculated phases for all the observations using the ephemeris given by
Tperi = 1985:2 + 7:9318E
where E is the number of orbits since the periastron passage occurring on 1985.2
in decimal years. This ephemeris was calculated from the RXTE data (Corcoran et
al. 2011) and is two days shorter than the previous best estimate (Marchenko et al.
2003).
4.3.1 Rossi X-ray Timing Explorer
WR 140 was observed with RXTE 553 times between December 2000 and De-
cember 2011. Observations ranged in length from 521 seconds to 3010 seconds
with the mean and median exposure times being 1083 seconds and 949 seconds
respectively. The interval of time between observations changed over the 11 years
of observations in order to provide appropriate phase coverage. Between December
2000 and March 2003 observations were conducted approximately once a week.
Observations resumed in March 2005 and were conducted once every two weeks
through June 2007. Between July 2007 and July 2008 observations were again con-
ducted once a week. Then starting on 7 August 2008 observations were conducted
on approximately a daily basis until 23 March 2009. Weekly observations resumed
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Figure 4.1 Histogram of exposure times for the RXTE observations with 60 second
bins.
on 31 March 2009 and ended in December 2009. Between January 2000 and De-
cember 2011 observations were conducted every other week again. At that time
monitoring of WR 140 with RXTE ceased due to discontinued operations of the
satellite. Figure 4.1 gives a histogram of the exposure times for the RXTE data.
We use data from RXTE taken with the proportional counter array (PCA) which
is made up of five single element proportional counters (PCUs 0 through 4). Dam-
age to the propane layer in two PCUs has caused their backgrounds to be less well
known and have a higher variability than normal. Similarly, two other PCUs were
not turned on for every observation in order to attempt to preserve the instrument’s
longevity. PCU2 was the only one on with an adequate understanding of the back-
ground for the entire set of RXTE observations. In the sections below we present
all the data in the light curves, but the large amount of scatter in the non-PCU2 data
can be attributed to these factors. In our spectral fitting we only present PCU2 data.
Additionally, the PCA instrument was designed to provide high time resolu-
tion data (on the order of microseconds). This, in combination with the fact that
the detectors are proportional counters means that the spectral resolution of the in-
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strument is low. Additionally, since the observations were designed to monitor the
flux variations from WR 140 on daily, monthly, and yearly timescales integration
times were not high enough to result in low errors on the count rate at high energies
despite observations occurring within the 2-60 keV band.
4.3.2 Pine Bluff Observatory Polarimetry
A portion of the polarimetric observations presented here were conducted with
two separate polarimeters at PBO and originally published in the IAU proceed-
ings by Schulte-Ladbeck et al. (1995). We have seven observations taken with the
Lyot polarimeter between 1985 and 1987 spanning the 4600-7200A˚ wavelength
range. Further details about the Lyot polarimeter at PBO can be found in Lupie &
Nordsieck (1987), Whitney & Clayton (1989) and Nook et al. (1990). Twelve ad-
ditional observations were taken with HPOL at PBO between 1989 and 1993 using
a Reticon detector. These observations span a larger wavelength range (3200-7600
A˚) with a resolution of 15 A˚ (see Wolff, Nordsieck & Nook 1996 for further in-
strument information). The Lyot and HPOL instruments differ in that HPOL is a
low-resolution spectropolarimeter while the Lyot polarimeter observed sources at a
few distinct wavelengths across the optical spectrum. All HPOL observations were
reduced using the REDUCE software package (described by Wolff et al. 1996).
Table 4.1 lists the orbital phases, along with the civil and heliocentric Julian dates
for the midpoints of the HPOL and Lyot observations.
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4.3.3 MINIPOL Polarimetry
In addition to the polarimetric observations taken at PBO we have also made use
of archived observations taken with the MINIPOL polarimeter at Mount Lemmon
and Mount Bigelow observatories in the 1985 and 1986 years. A blue Corning filter
was used with a central wavelength of 4700 A˚ and a full width half maximum of
1800 A˚. Further details of these observations can be found in Robert et al. (1989)
and Robert et al. (1990).
None of the observations are corrected for interstellar polarization (ISP). While
the observed polarization behavior is contaminated with ISP, any deviations in the
light curve from a constant are due to variations in the scattering of light from WR
140 because the ISP is not variable on the same time scale as the system.
Table 4.1: Date and Phase Information for Midpoints of the
WR140 HPOL and Lyot Observations
Date HJD Phase Instrument Observer
1985 Jun 06 2446222.50 0.0229 Lyot   
1985 Jul 03 2446249.50 0.0322 Lyot   
1986 Jun 23 2446604.50 0.1548 Lyot   
1986 Aug 09 2446651.50 0.1710 Lyot   
1986 Aug 16 2446658.50 0.1734 Lyot   
1987 Apr 04 2446889.50 0.2532 Lyot   
1987 Jul 17 2446993.50 0.2891 Lyot   
1989 Aug 18 2447756.25 0.6330 HPOL Mary J. Taylor
1989 Aug 25 2447763.21 0.6351 HPOL Mary J. Taylor
1991 May 31 2448407.36 0.8575 HPOL Graham Knopp
1991 Dec 24 2448614.09 0.9293 HPOL Graham Knopp
1992 May 07 2448749.35 0.9753 HPOL Mike Wolff
Continued on Next Page. . .
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Table 4.1 – Continued
Date HJD Phase Instrument Observer
1992 Aug 09 2448843.38 0.0077 HPOL Debra Shepherd
1992 Sep 19 2448884.15 0.0223 HPOL Shawn Diamond
1992 Dec 21 2448977.10 0.0544 HPOL Nicolle Zellner
1993 Apr 03 2449080.43 0.0896 HPOL Erich Kleditz
1993 Apr 04 2449081.41 0.0900 HPOL Shawn Diamond
1993 May 06 2449113.34 0.1014 HPOL Nicolle Zellner
1993 Dec 11 2449332.12 0.1770 HPOL Jaime Hanson
Phases were calculated using the ephemeris in Section 4.3. Information about the
Lyot instrument can be found in Lupie & Nordsieck (1987), Whitney & Clayton
(1989) and Nook et al. (1990). Similarly, HPOL information is in Wolff et al.
(1996).
4.4 Results
Due to RXTE’s large field of view, WR 140 is not the only X-ray source ob-
served. An active galactic nucleus (AGN; IGR J20216+4359) is located 17’ away
(therefore has a lower count rate than if it were on axis due to RXTE’s relative trans-
mittance) from WR 140 within the RXTE field of view and contaminates the PCA
data at high (greater than 20 keV) energies. Bikmaev et al. (2008) discovered this
AGN in INTEGRAL observations. In the analysis of both the RXTE spectra and
light curves, we take steps to account for this extra X-ray emission and describe the
details of this analysis in their respective sections below.
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4.4.1 RXTE Spectra
For each RXTE observation, we fit the the data with the XSPEC software pack-
age (Arnaud 1996; v12.7.1) using the following two-component model:
(wabs apec) + (wabs powerlaw)
wherewabs is the photo-electric absorption of the X-rays, apec is an X-ray emission
spectrum, powerlaw is a photon power law. The first term accounts for X-ray
emission and absorption from WR 140 and the second term accounts for emission
and absorption from the AGN.
For each observation we place several constraints on the free parameters within
our fits to ensure realistic results. Bikmaev et al. (2008) fit the INTEGRAL obser-
vations of the nearby AGN (1:6  10 11 erg s 1 cm 2) with a power law whose
photon index was 2. Their analysis of ASCA observations used a similar photon
index (1.7) and revealed the absorption column density to be high (13  2  1022
cm 2). Therefore, we limit the range of the photon index of the second component
to be between 1.5 and 2.5, and constrain the range of the absorption column to be
11-151022 cm 2.
Using the following system parameters we also place constraints on the free
parameters in the first component of our model spectrum: terminal velocities of
2860 km s 1 (WR star) and 3200 km s 1 (O star); mass loss rates of 3.810 5 M
yr 1 (WR star) and 1.210 6 M yr 1 (O star); and stellar radii of 12 R (O star)
and 13 R (WR star) (Pollock et al. 2005, Zhekov & Skinner 2000). A collision at
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these terminal velocities produces a shock with a temperature of
Ts =
3
16
V 21R
 1  1:55 108K  13keV
where R is the gas constant, and  = 4 is the mean molecular weight (Castor
1987). In an abundance of caution, we use double this value as a maximum possible
temperature for the shock and constrain the minimum to be no less than 2.5 keV.
This is due to the unknown response of the instrument below 2 keV because no
data exist there. Similarly, we place constraints on the column density using the
equation
nH =
Z 1
r
M˙
4r2v(r)mH
dr
where v(r) = v1(1   Rr ) , mH is the mass of the hydrogen atom,  = 1, and 
is the mean molecular weight of the material in the wind. We assume a distance to
WR 140 of 1.1 kpc (van der Hucht 2001) and a mean molecular weight of  = 4
(helium) for theWRwind since it is the denser wind. This gives us a column density
of nH = 141022 cm 2. Again, we double the value to obtain an upper limit for the
column density (30  1022 cm 2) since the estimate was only calculated from the
WR surface outward and never through the shock. We use an average interstellar
medium value (0:5 1022 cm 2) as a lower limit.
Figure 4.2 shows two sample spectra from the RXTE observations at phases
0.534 and 1.000 and their model spectra that resulted from our fitting procedure.
Most of the changes in the spectra and their fits occur at low energies (below 4
keV) but the fits also vary from each other at higher energies (between 7 and 20
keV) despite the data appearing to be similar. At low energies the spectra show
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Figure 4.2 Sample RXTE spectrum for observations at phases 0.534 (red) and 1.000
(black). Data points are represented by crosses and the model from the fitting pro-
cedure is shown as a solid line.
strong absorption effects when the WR star wind is in front causing a lower count
rate. At higher energies the changes are not as clear but the fits differ slightly.
Figures 4.3 and 4.4 display the phase variability of the parameters from both
components of our spectral fits to the data from PCU2 on board RXTE. In Fig-
ure 4.3 the column density and temperature of the thermal component show all of
their variability near periastron passages and low constant behaviors outside of pe-
riastron. Both components increase and peak just after periastron passage before
returning to the low constant behavior. The constant behavior is partially an arti-
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fact of our imposing upper and lower limits on these parameters. Both the column
density and the temperature reach the lower limit outside periastron, but only the
column density reaches the upper limit. It does so for a brief period just after peri-
astron passage.
In contrast to the column density and temperature, the normalization of the ther-
mal component in Figure 4.3 shows a low, but smooth and slow variability outside
of periastron passage. Just before periastron passage the normalization peaks before
undergoing a sharp drop whose minimum occurs just after periastron. The normal-
ization recovers from this minimum, but does not come back to the same value
before returning to the smooth and slow variability. Figure 4.5 shows the same pa-
rameters around periastron. Both the column density and temperature start to vary at
the first quadrature phase while the normalization begins its quick variations before
that. The maximum column density and temperature occur after the conjunction
when the WR star is in front in our line of sight (phase 0.008), and return to their
constant behavior at about the same phase and before the next quadrature.
The behavior of the thermal component of our model spectrum is consistent with
previous X-ray studies of the system (Williams et al. 1990, Zhekov & Skinner 2000,
Pollock et al. 2005, Sugawara et al. 2011, De Becker et al. 2011, Corcoran et al.
2011). The increase in column density just after periastron passage can be explained
by the X-ray emission being absorbed in the WR wind, which is in front of the
shock in our line of sight at those phases. The normalization tracks an increase
in emission measure (the normalization is just the emission measure scaled by 4
times the distance) near periastron passage and the increase in the absorbing column
just after periastron passage, and shows a behavior very similar to the light curves
of the system (Section 4.4.2).
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Figure 4.4 shows the resulting parameters for the powerlaw (2nd) component of
our spectral fitting. The normalization shows all of its variability around periastron
passage and is relatively constant at other phases. The photon index and column
density show more variability and are often pegged at either the upper or lower
limit. The column density is mostly at the lower limit that we placed on the power
law component, but when it does reach the upper limit it appears to not be a phase
dependent behavior. Most of the scatter in the column density between the two
limits occurs near periastron passages. The photon index shows similar behavior:
it gets pegged at both the upper and lower limits in a random manner. Similarly to
the column density, the photon index also shows scatter between the two imposed
limits mostly around periastron passage.
Figure 4.6 shows the same data but only for the phase region around periastron
passage to make the variability easier to see. All of the scatter away from an upper
or lower limit in the column density occurs just after the phase when the WR star
is in front in our line of sight. The normalization shows significant phase-locked
variability. It first peaks between the first quadrature and periastron, then reaches a
minimum after conjunction (when the WR star is in front) and peaks again before
returning to its outside of periastron passage behavior. This variability is qualita-
tively similar to the behavior of the normalization of the thermal component which
has analogous peaks and troughs. We discuss the behavior of the power law com-
ponent more in Section 4.5.1 where we compare it to the behavior of the system’s
light curves.
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Figure 4.3 Parameters from the thermal component of the spectral fits of the PCU2
data. From top: Column density, temperature, and normalization versus phase.
Vertical dashed lines mark the 2001 and 2009 periastron passages (phases 0.0 and
1.0) while horizonal dashed lines show the upper and lower limits we imposed on
our fitted parameters (see Section 4.4.1).
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Figure 4.4 Parameters from the power law component of the spectral fits of the
PCU2 data. From top: Column density, photon index, and normalization versus
phase. Vertical dashed lines mark the 2001 and 2009 periastron passages (phases
0.0 and 1.0) while horizonal dashed lines show the upper and lower limits we im-
posed on our fitted parameters (see Section 4.4.1).
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Figure 4.5 Same as Figure 4.3 but zoomed into the region around periastron pas-
sage. Data points have been wrapped so that both the 2001 (red) and 2009 (black)
periastron passages are shown. Vertical dashed lines mark periastron (phase 1.0),
both quadratures (phases 0.996 and 1.046), and when the WR star is in front in our
line of sight (phase 0.004).
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Figure 4.6 Same as Figure 4.4 but zoomed into the region around periastron pas-
sage. Data points have been wrapped so that both the 2001 (red) and 2009 (black)
periastron passages are shown. Vertical dashed lines mark periastron (phase 1.0),
both quaduratures (phases 0.996 and 1.046), and when the WR star is in front in
our line of sight (phase 0.004).
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4.4.2 RXTE Light Curves
Figure 4.7 shows the 2-10 keV light curve of the WR 140 system. At phases
near apastron (2.5 to 2.6) the count rate is constant. However, as periastron ap-
proaches, the count rate increases, until just before periastron where a sharp drop in
the count rate occurs. The X-ray flux increases after periastron passage, but not to
the same count rate before declining back to apastron values. The sharp drop around
periastron passage occurs when the WR star’s wind is in our line of sight causing
significant absorption of the emitted X-rays, while the increase to maximum occurs
as the shock gets stronger when the stars’ orbital separation drops. This result is
consistent with previous X-ray observations despite their sparse of phase coverage
compared to this data set (Pollock 1985, Zhekov & Skinner 2000, Pollock et al.
2005, De Becker et al. 2011, Sugawara et al. 2011). It is also consistent with the
results of our spectral fitting (Section 4.4.1). The scatter in PCUs other than PCU2
are due to a poor understanding of the background due to damage to the detectors.
To better understand how the light curve behaves at different energies, we ex-
tracted the source and background counts from each RXTE observation in the 2-5
keV, 5-7.5 keV, 7.5-10 keV, 10-15 keV, 15-20 keV, and 20-60 keV energy ranges.
We then calculated the count rate in each band for all the observations with the
following equation
count rate =
source counts  background counts
exposure length
where the exposure length is in seconds. Figure 4.8 shows the resulting 2-5 keV,
5-7.5 keV, and 7.5-10 keV light curves and Figure 4.9 shows the light curves of
the remaining three bands. To improve uncertainties we binned the data to 0.01 in
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Figure 4.7 X-ray count rate from the RXTE observations. Colors and point styles
represent the different PCU’s within the PCA instrument (green diamonds=PCU0,
yellow circles=PCU1; black squares=PCU2; pink stars=PCU3; and purple trian-
gles=PCU4). Vertical dotted lines indicate periastron passages (2001 passage is at
phase 1.0 and the 2009 passage is at phase 3.0). Dashed blue horizontal lines rep-
resent the estimated AGN contamination in the RXTE field for WR140. The top
panel is the full light curve while the bottom panel shows a zoomed in portion near
periastron passage. In the bottom panel open points represent data from the 2009
periastron passage while filled in points are from the 2001 passage.
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phase. This bin size preserves overall trends within the data, but specific details of
the absorption feature, such as the exact location of the minimum and both maxima,
are lost. As expected, the count rate drops as the energy increases. Qualitatively all
of the light curves, except that of the 20-60 keV and possibly the 15-20 keV bands,
follow the same trends that we described earlier for the 2-10 keV light curve. The
10-15 keV band is the hardest light curve that still has a clear absorption feature
near periastron passage.
In order to determine how the AGN discovered by Bikmaev et al. (2008) impacts
our light curves, we convert the flux they found (1:6  10 11 erg s 1 in the 17-
60 keV energy range) into a RXTE count rate for each of our energy bands using
a power low with a photon index of 2, their absorption column density, and the
WebPIMMS software (Mukai 1993). Additionally, we account for the collimator’s
relative transmittance for a source that is off axis for RXTE (Figure 4.3 in the RXTE
technical appendix). We assumed WR 140 was on axis which puts the AGN at 17’
off axis and results in approximately 80% transmittance. We display our resulting
AGN count rates in Figures 4.7 through 4.9 as a dashed line. In several energy
ranges our calculation is a clear overestimate of the AGN contribution. The 7.5-10
keV, 10-15 keV and 15-20 keV light curves all have count rates below what we
estimate for the AGN. These same energy bands sometimes includes phase-locked
variability that is obviously due to WR 140. Our overestimate is possibly at least
partially due to the fact that we extrapolated the X-ray count rates to energies much
lower than those in which the AGN X-ray flux was measured.
The 20-60 keV range shows an estimated AGN count rate that is consistent with
the observed count rate regardless of phase. In this band the AGN count rate is a
fair estimate because the X-ray flux was measured in a band with almost the same
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Figure 4.8 X-ray count rate from the RXTE observations. From top: 2-5 keV,
5-7.5 keV, 7.5-10 keV. Colors and point styles represent the different PCU’s
within the PCA instrument (green diamonds=PCU0, yellow circles=PCU1; black
squares=PCU2; pink stars=PCU3; and purple triangles=PCU4). Vertical dotted
lines indicate periastron passages (2001 passage is at phase 1.0 and the 2009 pas-
sage is at phase 3.0). Dashed blue horizontal lines represent the estimated AGN
contamination in the RXTE field for WR140. Observations are binned to 0.01 in
phase.
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energy range. Additionally, the light curve shows no phase-dependent variations,
although the uncertainties are lower near phase 3.0 (2009 periastron passage) due
to the large number of observations conducted in a small amount of time resulting
in better statistics. We therefore conclude that in the 20-60 keV band all of the
observed X-rays are due to contamination from the AGN.
We discuss the behavior of these light curves more in Section 4.5.1 where we
compare their results with the results of the spectral fitting.
4.4.3 Optical Polarimetry
In order to explore the polarimetric variability seen in WR140 by Schulte-
Ladbeck et al. (1995) we combined their observations with those taken by Robert
et al. (1990) since they have never been compared before. Figure 4.10 shows all
of these observations. In general, the variations within each data set are at a 0.1–
0.15% level in percent polarization. The Lyot data have a greater amount of scatter,
closer to 0.2%. Similar overall trends appear in the position angle for the system.
The Lyot data have a greater scatter (on the order of 10) than the other data (close
to 5). In Stokes % Q each data set shows a different amount of scatter (HPOL
0.15%; MINIPOL 0.1%; Lyot 0.4%), however, in the Stokes % U parameter
they all scatter by about the same amount.
We calculated the error-weighted mean and standard deviation for the HPOL
data since that instrument has low errors and is well characterized. Other data were
not included due to concerns over comparison between instruments and because the
optical wavelength ranges covered by the each instrument are slightly different. Not
surprisingly, the mean position angle is the same as the ISP estimate from Schulte-
Ladbeck et al. (1995). They used the HPOL observations to calculate their ISP
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estimate due to their relatively constant trend compared to the Lyot data. Several
Lyot and MINIPOL observations deviate significantly from the HPOL data. All
of these deviations are within the first two years after the 1985 periastron passage.
This suggests that those variations are linked to processes that occur during that
passage. We feel that this deviation is real and not an instrumental stability issue
since it occurs in bot the Lyot and MINIPOL data. In Section 4.5.2 we discuss
possible processes responsible for the polarimetric variations.
We also explored the possibility of the emission lines being polarized in the
HPOL data, but found they are polarized the same as the continuum. This suggests
either that the lines are polarized by electron scattering like the continuum or that
interstellar polarization dominates the observed polarization signal. A combination
of both scenarios could also explain this result.
4.5 Discussion
4.5.1 Intrinsic Hard X-ray Flux Absorption?
Our observations show hard X-ray emission that has a phase dependent behav-
ior (Figure 4.9). This raises the question of whether that emission turns off near
periastron or is just absorbed. In order to better answer this question, we calculated
the width of the absorption feature for each of the light curves in Figures 4.8 and
4.9 without binning using the PCU2 data. We did not include the 20-60 keV band
because of its constant behavior. If WR 140’s hard X-ray component does not turn
off and is absorbed near periastron the width of the absorption feature should de-
crease with energy. This is because hard X-rays are not as readily absorbed as soft
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Figure 4.10 Broadband polarimetric variability of WR 140. From Top: Percent po-
larization, position angle, Stokes %Q, and Stokes %U with time. All published po-
larimetric data are shown here (Lyot=black diamonds; HPOL V band=blue squares;
and MINIPOL=dark red). Solid vertical lines mark the 1985 and 1993 periastron
passages. Solid horizontal blue lines mark the HPOL error-weighted mean polar-
ization, position angle, Stokes %Q, and Stokes %U values. Dashed blue lines mark
one, two, and three standard deviations from those error weighted means for their
respective panels. In the top two panels, we display the ISP estimate in orange
given by Schulte-Ladbeck et al. (1995) derived from the HPOL data and their er-
rors (dashed). 174
X-rays, so the phase interval where the column density is high enough to cause a
significant absorption of photons at high energies is smaller than at low energies.
However, if the hard X-ray emission component intrinsic to WR 140 turns off we
expect the width of the absorption feature to have a behavior other than a constant
fall off with energy.
Our first method (observational count rate method) of calculating the width of
the absorption feature was to simply find the observation with the highest count rate
between phases 0.8 and 0.01 (1.8 and 2.01 for the 2001 periastron passage, and 2.8
and 3.01 for the 2009 periastron passage) and subtract that observation’s phase from
the phase of the observation with the highest count rate in the 0.01 to 0.06 phase
range (2.01 to 2.06 for 2001; 3.01 to 3.06 for 2009). We did not calculate formal
uncertainties on the results but do note that during the 2001 periastron passage
observations were conducted weekly, and in 2009 daily. We display the results
(open squares) of this calculation in Figure 4.11. In general they show a trend
that decreases with energy, suggesting that the high energy component’s variability
is due to absorption. However, because we are simply choosing the observation
with the highest count rate, this method could artificially lengthen or shorten the
calculated width of the absorption feature if an observation is significantly different
than the global trend. Therefore, we used a second method (Fourier fit method) to
calculate the width as well.
In this case we performed a Fourier fit with the Period04 program (Lenz &
Breger 2005) to the PCU2 data to represent the overall trend of the light curves.
Since we are only interested in the region around periastron passages, we did not
concern ourselves with how well these fits matched data outside of the region near
periastron. We then calculated the width of the absorption feature by finding the
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phase difference of the first maxima on either side of the minimum. Additionally,
we could only perform Fourier fits for energy bands where the data were good
enough; lack of observations and high uncertainties prevented us from being able
to fit the 15-20 keV data and the 2001 10-15 keV periastron passage. Again, we did
not calculate formal uncertainties for these width estimates. We display the data and
Fourier fits of the regions around periastron passage for those bands that we were
able to fit in Figure 4.12. The resulting widths are displayed as filled diamonds in
Figure 4.11. Using this method, we found that the width of the absorption feature
is constant between 5 and 15 keV. This suggests that there is some intrinsic hard
X-ray emission that does not turn off. However, the data also match the large-scale
downward trend of the 2001 widths which may suggest the true trend for the Fourier
fit method is also decreasing with energy.
The results of our spectral fitting only complicate the issue further. If the pa-
rameters in the power law component of the fit were strictly fitting the AGN behav-
ior as we assumed, the normalization should not show phase-dependent behavior.
However, Figure 4.6 clearly shows that the 2001 and 2009 periastron passages ex-
hibit similar behavior, indicating the variations are due to WR 140; it is highly
unlikely that the AGN is variable on the same timescale as WR 140. Thus, the
phase-dependent variations are likely caused by a high energy inverse Compton
scattering component (as opposed to contamination from the low energy thermal
tail which should show a trend that appears as the inverse of the thermal normaliza-
tion).
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Figure 4.11 Width of the absorption feature in different energy bands (Figures 4.8
and 4.9). Dotted vertical lines mark the edges of the energy bands used that cor-
respond to our light curves in Section 4.4.2. Open symbols represent the width of
the feature calculated from the highest observational count rate method while filled
symbols used the Fourier fit method (Section 4.5.1). Red points represent the 2001
periastron absorption feature while green points are from the 2009 periastron.
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Figure 4.12 Light curves of the bands for which Fourier fits were performed. The
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2001 periastron passage. Data points and their respective uncertainties are depicted
in black while Fourier fits are red curves.
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4.5.2 Cause of the Polarization
The steady behavior seen in our polarimetric observations can be caused by sev-
eral different scenarios. Schulte-Ladbeck et al. (1995) assumed that all of the polar-
ization observed by the HPOL instrument must be due to the interstellar medium.
However, it would be hard to distinguish that from a scenario in which interstellar
polarization contributes but electron scattering within the system also causes a con-
stant polarimetric behavior especially if the emission lines are scattered in the same
manner as the continuum. Unfortunately, WR 140 does not have good probe stars
nearby to help determine the interstellar polarization component of the observed
polarization.
Schulte-Ladbeck et al. (1995) suggested that the variability seen in their Lyot
data was due to dust scattering within clouds receding from the system after pe-
riastron passage. This is constant with infrared observations that show the forma-
tion and ejection of dust from the system just after periastron passage (Williams
et al. 2009) and infrared light curves that also show evidence of dust (Taranova &
Shenavrin 2011). Regular polarimetric monitoring with a higher cadence than the
Lyot and HPOL data is needed to better understand the nature of the dust within the
WR 140 system, particularly around periastron passage.
4.6 Summary
We have presented the results of eleven years worth of monitoring efforts of WR
140 using RXTE. Spectral and light curve analysis of those data provide evidence for
the nature of the hard X-rays detected from the system. They may be due inverse
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Compton scattering of UV photons to X-ray energies within the shock (Section
4.5.1).
The variability of the polarization after the 1985 periastron passage suggests
that light is scattering in dust clouds. In order to better understand the formation
and ejection of dust from WR 140 regular polarimetric monitoring of the system is
needed.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions and Future Work
5.1 Beta Lyrae
New modeling efforts have also inferred the presence of a hot spot in the 
Lyr system since the publication of Chapter 2 (Lomax et al. 2012, Mennickent &
Djurasˇevic´ 2013). Additionally, the system was used as a prototype for a theoretical
study of the evolution of binaries undergoing mass transfer (Deschamps et al. 2013).
In light of these new results I discuss possible follow-up investigations of the 
Lyrae system below. These are aimed at better understanding the multiwavelength
behavior of the system and the relationship between the outflows and hot spot.
5.1.1 Can we confirm the hot spot interpretation?
In Chapter 2, I discussed the results of my spectropolarimetric study of  Lyr
which indicated the presence of a hot spot on the disk (Lomax et al. 2012). The
hot spot acts to randomize the polarization arising from the disk edge and manifests
itself as a secondary minimum in polarization that is not centered on phase 0.5.
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More recent results accurately reproduce the total light curve of the  Lyr system
only when a hot spot is included on the disk edge (Mennickent & Djurasˇevic´ 2013).
In fact, the location of the hot spot derived by (Mennickent & Djurasˇevic´ 2013;
near phase 0.4) is consistent with the location I found in Chapter 2 (approximately
at phase 0.47), and their size estimate (26 R) falls in the middle of the size range
derived by (Lomax et al. 2012; 22-33 R). In order to match the light curve, their
proposed hot spot must be hotter than the ambient disk temperature as expected for
a region of the disk that likely has deceleration shocks. They find that the hot spot
with a temperature of 9900 K and a disk edge temperature 8200 K best reproduce
the total light curve. Mennickent & Djurasˇevic´ (2013) also conclude that a second
hot spot must exist on the opposite side (near phase 0.8) covering 30% of the disk.
Beta Lyr is a known X-ray source; both ROSAT HRI and Suzaku have detected
strong and variable emission from the system (Berghofer & Schmitt 1994, Ignace
et al. 2008). However, neither set of observations has provided information on the
origin of the X-ray emission. The Suzaku observations of  Lyr were aimed at
constraining the flux variations from the system. This data set consists of three
observations of approximately 14 ksec each taken in the same epoch but at differ-
ent phases. Surprisingly, emission below 10 keV shows no eclipse effects and is
largely attributed to shocks in the winds of the two stars within the  Lyr system
(Ignace et al. 2008). Perhaps even more interesting is the detection of a variable
hard X-ray source within the system (Table 5.1; Ignace et al. 2008). The observa-
tion with the highest observed hard X-ray count rate occurred at phase 0.55 when,
according to the model I proposed in Chapter 2, the hot spot should be most visible
(Lomax et al. 2012). Intense heating of the gas in the hot spot is expected to occur
due to deceleration shocks; however, the hot spot temperature of 9900 K found by
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Mennickent & Djurasˇevic´ (2013) is much too low to account for any of the X-ray
emission observed from the system. A complete X-ray light curve of the system
will provide important information about any relationship between the hot spot and
the variable hard X-rays, in addition to providing better statistics to determine the
actual variability and location of the hard X-ray emitting region within  Lyr. We
have proposed for such observations in the past with Suzaku, but have yet to gain
X-ray observing time. We plan to propose for them again.
Table 5.1:  Lyr 10-60 keV Suzaku Count Rate
Phase Exposure (ks) Count Rate (cps) Background (cps)
0.55 14.7 0.623 0.007 0.536 0.002
0.91 17.0 0.505 0.005 0.509 0.002
0.24 14.1 0.573 0.006 0.564 0.002
Note. – Table 3 from Ignace et al. (2008). The observation at phase 0.55 detected
a higher count rate than the others, possibly arising from the hot spot in the  Lyr
system.
5.1.2 Line Polarimetry Follow-Up Observations
Deschamps et al. (2013) recently performed evolutionary modeling of several
different systems, one of which has  Lyr as its prototype. In their modeling, they
consider the effects of hot spots on gainer stars which may help to accelerate ma-
terial out of binary systems through the formation of jets. In this specific analysis,
Deschamps et al. (2013) only consider cases where the mass stream impacts and
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disrupts the secondary star’s photosphere; however an impact on the edge of an
accretion disk, such as I hypothesized in Chapter 2 could produce similar outflows
(Lomax et al. 2012). The outflows in  Lyr are not well constrained, but may orig-
inate from the hot spot (see Chapter 2, Section 2.5.4 for a discussion of this idea;
Lomax et al. 2012). However, Deschamps et al. (2013) admit that the connection
between hot spots and outflows is not observationally well constrained for any sys-
tem and that it is unknown whether material in these hot spot originating outflows
reach speeds high enough to be ejected from a system.
More spectropolarimetric observations of  Lyr can go a long way toward con-
firming a connection between the hot spot and outflows in this system. If the out-
flows do originate from the hot spot, higher signal-to-noise observations would
show an offset secondary eclipse in the light curve of the polarized lines. A po-
larized secondary eclipse in the emission lines occurring after the eclipse in total
light would be consistent with the location of the hot spot inferred by my analysis
in Chapter 2 (Lomax et al. 2012). Additionally, the analysis of the polarized lines
in Chapter 2 suggests that the outflows do not extend far above and below the disk,
so that this material may not be ejected from the system. If this is the case, De-
schamps et al. (2013)’s assumption that the material in the jets formed by hot spots
is eventually removed from the systemmay not be valid for systems similar to  Lyr.
Additional spectropolarimetric observations, particularly around secondary eclipse
so that it is well covered, can also address this issue because they can determine the
size of the scattering region within outflows. We can conduct these new observa-
tions with longer exposures with the new HPOL at Ritter Observatory or propose
for time on the Keck spectropolarimeter at specific phases.
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5.2 V444 Cyg
It is apparent from Chapter 3 that new, detailed studies of the V444 Cyg system
are warranted. Below I outline the next steps my collaborators and I plan on taking
to better understand the physical processes governing the behavior of the winds and
wind collision region in the system.
5.2.1 Complete X-ray light curve of the system
Currently, the light curve is fairly well characterized, but the observations that
covered the second half of the orbit (see Chapter 3; revolution numbers 2272, 2275,
2283, and 2292) revealed unexpected behavior. In particular, we expected to see
asymmetric eclipse effects at phase 0.5, not a peak in the soft X-rays at phase 0.63
and a hard eclipse centered on phase 0.55. Since these results were surprising, full
coverage of the system’s X-ray light curve is needed to make sure the behavior of
the system is well understood.
In light of this, I plan to propose for another XMM-Newton observation, that
would cover the entire orbit of the system in the next observing cycle. The results
of that observation will allow my collaborators and me to determine which of the
variations are cycle-to-cycle as opposed to repeatable and what, if any, other im-
portant behavior is missing from the current light curve. For example, observation
number 0692810401 (revolution 2272; purple in Figures 3.3 and 3.4) does not ap-
pear to trend toward observation 0692810501 (revolution 2283; dark green in those
same figures) in the hard X-ray light curve. The new observation will allow us to
determine whether this is because we are missing an important piece of the light
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curve (for example, it may flatten out between the two observations) or whether
this behavior is just due to stochastic variations.
5.2.2 X-ray Modeling
Clearly modeling of the X-ray data is needed. Future plans to model the system
by one of my collaborators, Christopher Russell at the University of Delaware,
will further determine the extent to which radiative processes affect the location of
the shock and in turn the observed the X-ray behavior of the system. He will be
using both smoothed particle hydrodynamics and finite-difference codes to model
the system in three dimensions synthesize the continuum and line X-ray properties
from the colliding wind shocks. This will provide a better determination of the
location of the apex of the shock cone, the amount of distortion due to the Coriolis
force, and quantify the effects of radiative braking on the system. This is part of
the NASA ADAP project (grant number NNH12ZDA001N) for which we were
awarded funding in 2012.
5.2.3 Spectropolarimetric Observations and Modeling
The results of Chapter 3 suggest that more spectropolarimetric observations of
the system are needed in order to better understand the geometry of the shock and
WN-star wind. Currently the polarized light curve of the emission lines have poor
phase coverage, especially around phase 0.5 where interesting effects are seen in the
broadband polarization (Robert et al. 1989, St.-Louis et al. 1993) and poor signal to
noise. In particular, observations with higher wavelength resolution will be useful
for understanding the polarimetric behavior of blended lines by resolving polari-
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metric line profiles. Polarimetric line profile variations near the phases where the
polarimetric behavior changes (phases 0.3 and 0.7, Chapter 3) would be particularly
interesting. A study of this type would provide valuable insight into the locations
of the line scattering regions since many of the lines have varying emission and
absorption components in total light due to the winds, shock, and photospheres in
the system. My collaborators and I could propose for these types of observations
with the Keck spectropolarimeter or HiVIS.
Future planned modeling of the V444 Cyg system by my collaborators, Jennifer
Hoffman and Hilding Neilson, will allow us to determine the relative contributions
of the different scattering regions to the measured polarization signal (WN-star
wind versus wind collision region). Additionally, it can provide and independent
determination of the opening angle of the system. We plan on accomplishing this
by using three dimensional Monte Carlo techniques that include a shock geometry.
5.3 WR 140
The potentially contradicting results of the RXTE observations of WR 140 make
it apparent that further study of the system is needed, particularly in regards to
the possible existence of hard (> 10 keV) X-ray emission from the system. In
the following sections I discuss a soon-to-be-published study of WR 140 whose
results will help shed light on the question of hard X-ray emission from the system.
Additionally, I suggest that polarimetric monitoring of the system is needed.
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5.3.1 Hard X-ray Emission?
The only observatories besides RXTE capable of reaching hard X-ray wave-
lengths are Suzaku, Swift, and NuSTAR. My collaborators and I expect that once
the results from Suzaku observations from the 2009 periastron passage are pub-
lished (with the AGN taken into account) they will provide interesting new results
in terms of the possible existence of hard X-ray emission in the system. Future
observations of the next periastron passage (in 2017) will also help to clear up this
question.
5.3.2 Higher Cadence Polarimetric Monitoring
Future polarimetric monitoring of the system could be used to help determine
the nature of the dust near periastron passage. Observations need to have a much
higher cadence than previous studies which likely missed much of the variation
from the 1985 periastron passage and all of the 1993 variations. Of particular im-
portance are the few months around periastron where the system is undergoing
quick changes.
If the dust truly is the only source of variable polarization from the system,
then the phases leading up to periastron passage should only be important for deter-
mining the constant baseline. Observations once a month for several months prior
to periastron passage would provide a sufficient cadence for such a measurement.
However, after periastron, dust is known to form and change quickly. Williams et
al. (2009) suggest that the dust nucleation is complete by phase 0.03 and that the
morphology of the dust changes quickly thereafter. Daily observations for the first
month or so after periastron would catch the formation of dust blobs in action and
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determine when they are first detectable through polarimetric methods. After this,
weekly or biweekly observations of the system until at least phase 0.35 would pro-
vide adequate coverage for a polarimetric study of the changing morphology of the
dust. Since broadband polarimetry would be sufficient for these types of observa-
tions an instrument such as HPOL could be used for the follow-up.
5.4 Overall Conclusions
Correlating the multiwavelength behavior of massive binary stars forms a detailed
picture of the characteristics of their interactions. This kind of information is im-
portant to understanding the physics behind mass and angular momentum loss from
systems. Since most massive stars are in binary systems (see Chapter 1), our inad-
equate understanding of the details of these processes is no longer acceptable if we
want to truly understand massive star evolution.
Orbital motion is an important factor in the formation of the mass-loss structures
in all three systems I have studied as part of this dissertation. In the case of  Lyr,
orbital motion helps control the location of the hot spot by influencing the location
of the mass stream relative to the disk in the system. Even stronger effects are seen
in V444 Cyg and WR 140. The stellar motion in V444 Cyg causes a distortion of
the wind collision region due to Coriolis forces and the high eccentricity of WR
140 causes the shock structure to continually change over the course of an orbit. It
is obvious that orbital motion cannot be ignored if we are to understand the details
of mass loss structures.
Studying more systems in the same manner that I have for my dissertation will
provide a statistical approach to understanding how differences in mass transfer
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rates, orbital motions, and mass loss rates affect the structures of material within
binary systems. By studying other  Lyrae-like systems we can start to answer
questions like the following: What is the rate of occurrence of accretion hot spots
due to mass transfer in Roche-lobe overflow systems? Is there a mass transfer rate
cutoff below which hot spots do not form, and if so what is it? How important is
the density of the disk for the formation of a hot spot? That is, do denser disks have
a higher occurrence of hot spots than less dense disks? What is the lower limit on
the density for a formation of a hot spot? Similar questions can be asked of systems
like WR 140. What causes eccentric colliding wind binaries to not produce X-ray
luminosity that is inversely proportional to their separation? Does the 1
D
relation-
ship only hold for certain separation ranges? Additionally, it is important to study
other systems similar to V444 Cyg to determine the importance of processes like
radiative braking and inhibition in close colliding wind binaries. Below I identify
other important objects which should be studied in order to begin answering these
questions.
5.4.1 Additional Objects
Beta Lyrae-Like: V356 Sgr, V367 Cyg
V356 Sgr is a Roche-lobe overflow system with a A2 supergiant (12 M) star
which is transferring mass to its brighter B-type companion (5 M). Unlike beta
Lyrae its disk is optically thin, its period is shorter (8.89 days), and its mass transfer
rate is lower (approximately 10 7 M yr 1). A University of Denver (DU) team has
recently determined that the system shows two polarized flux eclipses in contrast to
 Lyr’s one (Malatesta et al. 2013). This suggests that either a circumbinary disk
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surrounds both stars in the system or the mass stream is an important scattering
region in the system. Currently, there are not enough data to look for a polarimetric
signature of a hot spot on the disk edge, but future observations will help in this
respect.
V367 Cyg is another system which will be of importance in answering the ques-
tions I outlined above. It is likely made up of an A and a B-type star (22 M + 11
M) with an 18 day period and close to edge on inclination (Elias 1993). Circumbi-
nary material exists in a ring around the system which is undergoing Roche-lobe
overflow. Significant archival HPOL observations exist (66) which could also be
used for determining the occurrence rate of hot spots. Analysis of these data are un-
derway at DU to characterize the ISP and compare the data to the results for Elias
(1993) (J.L. Hoffman, priv. comm.).
Other Colliding Wind Binaries: WR 133, CQ Cep
WR 133’s high eccentricity (0.39, 112 day period) is reminiscent of the very ec-
centric (e = 0.88) WR 140 system whose expected X-ray brightness deviates from
the 1
D
behavior near periastron (Corcoran et al. 2011). WR 133 is also comparable
to WR 11. Both systems have periods (WR 11 is about 80 days) and despite high
eccentricities (e = 0.3 for WR 11). WR 11 does not follow the 1
D
behavior (Schild
et al. 2004). Explaining why these systems do and do not show an X-ray luminosity
that is dependent on binary separation is a significant challenge and currently there
is no explanation for this behavior. Determining WR 133’s intrinsic X-ray luminos-
ity variation as a function of the separation of the two stars is important for deter-
mining whether the X-ray emission from the wind collision region is qualitatively
similar to emission we see from WR 140 (X-ray emission inversely proportional to
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stellar separation except near periastron) or the X-ray emission fromWR 11 (which
show no separation dependence). The new information provided by an X-ray study
of the system will begin to reveal the physics responsible for the consistency of the
X-ray emission in this class of WR+O systems and be a significant step toward ex-
plaining the lack of intrinsic X-ray variations. This can be accomplished by using
XMM-Newton or Suzaku to observe the system several times over the course of it’s
orbit.
CQ Cep is a colliding stellar wind system that has not been observed in X-
rays other than one detection by ROSAT (Pollock et al. 1995, Marchenko et al.
2003). It is has a short 1.6-day period. Obtaining an X-ray light curve (again, using
something like XMM-Newton or Suzaku) to supplement the existing polarimetric
light curves of the system will allow us to probe both the hot wind collision region
and the warm gas to better understand the movement of material and its loss from
another close, short period system (Villar-Sbaffi et al. 2005, Harries & Hilditch
1997).
RY Scuti: An Important Transition Object
RY Scuti is in an important phase of its evolution. It is believed to be a direct
progenitor of a V444 Cyg-like system currently undergoing Roche-lobe overflow
(Smith et al. 2002). It has recently undergone mass ejection events suggesting that
even a concrete understanding of Roche-lobe overflow is not enough to determine
how these systems evolve to colliding wind binaries (Smith et al. 2001). With that
in mind, it is important to investigate all types of mass loss and transfer, not just
those studied in this dissertation, in order to understand the processes that effects
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the future evolution of binary systems. Only then will their role in the formation of
supernovae and their affects on the enrichment of the ISM be clear.
As a long term project, studying RY Scuti and systems like it with multiwave-
length techniques would provide detailed clues to how systems evolve from Roche-
lobe overflow states to colliding wind binaries. Eruptive events, like what formed
the rings around RY Scuti, between these evolutionary phases of relatively constant
mass loss may be important and mass lost from such events should not be ignored
if we want to thoroughly understand the massive binary star evolutionary sequence.
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